
Executive Summary 

Introduction & History

The Center for Nanoscale Science exploits 
unique capabilities at Penn State and partner 
institutions in materials synthesis, fabrication,  
and assembly, physical property measure-
ments, computation and theory to make and 
organize nano-materials in configurations that 
can attain new regimes of properties and 
functionality. Interdisciplinary teams attack 
problems in strain and layer enabled multifer-
roics, powered nano-scale motion, ordered 
nanoscale metalattices, and the control of 
light in nanostructures,  Center activities 
overall involve approximately fifty students 
and post-doctoral fellows, faculty from seven 
academic departments, and a number of ex-
ternal academic and industrial partners. 
The Center was established in 2000 as a sin-
gle Interdisciplinary Research Group, Center 
for Collective Phenomena in Restricted 
Geometries (DMR 0080019). In 2002, the 
Center merged with a new MRSEC, Center 
for Molecular Nanofabrication and Devices 
(DMR 0213623) comprising two IRGs: 
Chemically Advanced Nano-lithography 
(IRG1) and Nanoscale Motors (IRG2). The 
two MRSECs then merged. In 2004–05, the 
original IRG phased out its effort in fluids 
and polymers and split into IRG3 (Electrons 
in Confined Geometries) and IRG4 (Electro-
magnetically Coupled Nano-structures). In 
2007, a new IRG on Strain Enabled Multifer-
roics, which grew from a seed project, was 
added as IRG5. In 2008,  the Center was 
competitively renewed as a four-IRG MRSEC 

(DMR 0820404), in which Chemically Ad-
vanced Nanolithography phased out and 
Strain Enabled Multiferroics became the new 
IRG1. In 2014, the Center renewed again, 
with a new focus to IRG1 (layer tuning of fer-
roic properties), a rejuventated IRG2, a new 
IRG3 focused on three-dimensional ordered 
nanoscale metalattices (produced using meth-

IRG1, Designing Functionality into Lay-
ered Ferroics, focuses on new phenomena 
in layered multiferroic materials in which 
two or more ferroic (ferroelectric, ferro-
elastic, magnetic) order parameters co-
exist. Our expertise spans from first prin-
ciples and phase-field modeling predic-
tions of new materials and phenomena, to 
synthesis, structural electrical, magnetic, 
and optical characterization, and proto-
type devices. The IRG team has proposed 
an alternative design strategy for identify-
ing high-conductivity, high transparency 
metals which relies on strong electron–
electron interactions resulting in an en-
hancement in the carrier effective mass. 
Although large strains are thought to in-
duce ferroelectricity, the IRG has also 
demonstrated a polar-to-nonpolar transi-
tion in (001) films of layered hybrid-im-
proper ferroelectrics with experimentally 
accessible biaxial strains. The team has 
produced complex vortex topologies of 
electrical polarization through a competi-
tion between charge, orbital and lattice 
degrees of freedom in superlattices of al-
ternating lead titanate and strontium ti-
tanate. In addition, an improper mecha-
nism for breaking inversion symmetry has 
been discovered to induce piezoelectricity 
in the family of layered perovskites, LiR-
TiO4 (R = rare earths), which are previ-
ously reported as centrosymmetric.
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ods pioneered in the fiber efforts of the prior 
IRG4) and a new IRG4 focused on multicom-
ponent assemblies designed for collective 
(and reconfigurable) electronic and/or optical 
functionality. 

The four IRGs investigate emergent behavior 
of nanoscale systems with common themes of 

new materials synthesis and nanofabrication, 
theory-led design, and length scale-dependent 
physical phenomena. The scientific programs 
of the IRGs are complemented by a highly 
competitive Seed program. The Seed program 
has played a major role in the scientific evo-
lution of the Center, supporting junior faculty 
and high risk projects.  Seed grants typically 
support 1 to 3 graduate students over ~18 
months. The Seed program leverages funding 
from the Penn State Materials Research Insti-
tute (MRI) the Huck Institutes for the Life 
Sciences, and the Penn State Institutes for 
Energy and the Environment. In the past re-
porting period the Center continued support 
of Seeds on topological superconductivity and 
2D GaN. 

Education & Outreach

During the past reporting period, the MRSEC 
has continued to offer a range of educational 
outreach activities at the elementary, high 
school, college, and post-college levels. The 
majority of MRSEC faculty and graduate stu-
dents have participated in at least one educa-
tional outreach program within the last year. 
These programs have reached approximately 
3,500 K-12 students, 24 K-12 teachers, 27 
undergraduates, and ~100,000 visitors to sci-
ence museums over the past year. The Cen-
ter’s K-12 programs increase interest in sci-
ence and build confidence, with special atten-
tion towards including women at all career 
stages and under-represented minority high 
school students.   
The current focus of our museum partnership 
is development of a new interactive mobile 
application on hands-on nanoscale materials 
phenomena. Bids for development of the un-
derlying software platform have been solicit-
ed and a contractor has been selected in close 
consultations between the Franklin Institute 
and the Center. MRSEC graduate students, 

IRG2, Powered Motion at the Nanoscale, 
designs, fabricates, measures and models 
molecular and nanoscale motors to ad-
dress one of the grand challenges in sci-
ence and engineering, namely, to master 
energy transduction and information on 
the nano- and microscale to ultimately 
create new technological capabilities that 
rival those of living things. The IRG syn-
thesizes and studies of a range of molecu-
lar and nanoparticle-based motors that are 
driven by external fields, acoustic energy, 
and chemical reactions. The IRG team has 
recently demonstrated new mechanisms to 
control colloidal particle deposition of 
relevance to potential industrial applica-
tions, and has discovered new mecha-
nisms of motor-motor interaction that lead 
to novel forms of dimer motility. Analysis 
of collective oscillations in motor ensem-
bles has revealed the keep role played by 
chemical interactions between adjacent 
clusters of colloidal aggregates, and ad-
vances in acoustic motors has enabled 
fabrication of free-swimming analogs of 
rotary structures previously reported. 
NMR data reveals clear evidence for en-
hanced diffusion of enzymes in the pres-
ence of substrate, with the expected time 
dependence, and combined theory/exper-
imental efforts are revealing the detailed 
mechanism of pumping from immobilized 
catalytic species. 
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postdocs, and faculty will be involved in con-
tent creation for this application. 
The MRSEC serves as a hub K-12 outreach 
activities at Penn State. Center members en-
gaged in numerous outreach activities to K-12 
students, teachers, and members of the gener-
al public, including NanoDays (>200 children 
and adults), Kids Day for the Central Pa Fes-
tival of the Arts (14 booths and ~1000 kids 
anticipated in Summer 2016), and after school 
programs with hands-on activities to elemen-

tary and middle school at-risk youth from the 
local Centre County region. MRSEC volun-
teers also also presented at multiple local el-
ementary schools. Preparations for the week-
long Science Leadership Camp are ongoing, 
with delivery in Summer 2016 to a diverse 
group of ~30 high school aged youth at the 
Science Leadership Camp. Activities include 
networking at a “scientist mixer”, which has 
become a camp highlight. 
The Center continues to foster active in-
volvement of undergraduates and high school 
teachers through its REU/RET site, which 
was jointly run with the Penn State Physics 
Department. Representation from women and 
minorities in the REU and RET programs 
continues to be strong. Through its Diversity 
Committee, the Center joins forces with rele-
vant departments, colleges, and minority-fo-
cused organizations at Penn State in fostering 
exchange of faculty and recruiting graduate 
students from minority-serving institutions. 
Initiatives this year include the continuation 
of the the STEM Open House (initiated by the 
MRSEC) and the Different Science, Different 
People, Working Together workshop at a 
campus-wide joint REU picnic, a partnership 
with the Millennium Scholar program with 
MRSEC labs hosting first-year summer re-
search experiences, the MRSEC-initiated 
Women in STEM Mixer, and a new Penn Pal 
program that pairs current Penn State under-
graduates with peers at our PREM partner 
institutions. Programs continue to be actively 
evaluated. 
The Center employs a number of postdoctoral 
fellows as researchers whose activities span 
several projects within the IRGs, and also as 
coordinators of education and outreach activi-
ties. The education-outreach postdocs are 
supported in multifaceted career-development 
activities. 

IRG3, High Pressure Enabled Electronic 
Metalattices is ramping up a new MRSEC 
effort in realizing high-quality three-di-
mensional ordered periodic arrays of 
semiconductors through high-pressure 
deposition. New lattices with more com-
plex structures have been produced, and a 
novel phenomena of shape ripening has 
been discovered which will enable finer 
control over symmetry lowering in the 
nanometer structure of metalattice infil-
trants. Progress in analysis of photolumi-
nescence response and optical absorption 
has revealed trends that elucidate the roles 
of interfaces and quantum confinement in 
the optical response of semiconductor 
metalattices, and theoretical investigations 
have provided the first calculations of the 
thermal conductivity of metalattice struc-
tures. Synthetic advances in replication of 
colloidal templates and infiltration of zeo-
lite templates are pushing the accessible 
size scales down to the sub-10-nanometer 
regime, and extreme ultraviolet scattering 
measurements are directly revealing the 
metalattice periodicity and establishing 
the foundation for further investigations 
of time-resolved, spatially resolved dy-
namics of metalattice electronic and struc-
tural degrees of freedom. 
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Knowledge Transfer & In-
ternational Collaborations

The outreach and knowledge transfer of the 
Center is driven primarily through research 
collaborations between its members with sci-
entists and engineers in industry and national 
laboratories.  One of the important vehicles 
for collaboration with industry is the MR-
SEC’s Industrial Affiliates Program, now in 
its eighth year, with corporate members who 
jointly support the work of students in the 
Center. Further research is supported by in-
dustrial consortia or in partnership with start-
up companies. In addition to research collabo-
rations, MRSEC faculty play a leading role at 
Penn State in organizing industrial work-
shops, making presentations at workshops 
and conferences, and participating in industri-
al fellowships and internships. In addition, 
students are given opportunity to participate 
in industrial liaison programs such as training 
for “elevator pitches” and poster presentations 
to industrial advisory boards. The MRSEC 
also hosts a number of visiting scientists and 
is a strong component of the overall industri-
al/technology transfer infrastructure of the 
University. There is also strong international 
component to collaborative research and out-
reach activities of the Center. 

Management

The management structure centers around the 
Executive Committee, Director, Associate 
Director and the IRG leaders with well-de-
fined responsibilities as outlined in later sec-
tions. The Director reports regularly to the 
Executive Committee and the Vice President 
for Research, and consults with the directors 
of the Penn State Institutes (MRI, PSIEE, 
Huck) as appropriate. The Executive Com-
mittee reviews the scientific progress of the 
various projects, review requests for substan-
tial resource allocation, and discuss optimal 

strategies to maintain constant growth and 
renewal of our research and outreach mis-
sions.  The Executive Committee is paying 
special attention to the launch of the new 

IRG4, Multicomponent Assemblies for 
Collective Function, has acquired exciting 
new results in each of the main project 
areas: collective function in metal-insula-
tor nanoparticle arrays; emergent optical 
properties of nanocylinder assemblies; 
particle assemblies with tunable disorder 
for nonlinear photonics; and illumination-
directed assembly of photoresponsive par-
ticles. The IRG team has expanded solu-
tion synthesis capabilities for VO2 parti-
cles including improved monodispersity, 
developed phase-field models that can 
predict particle domain structure as a 
function of particle size, and advanced the 
assembly of these particles and the char-
acterization of their IMT transitions. The 
IRG will be hosting two PREM students 
in the upcoming summer. The team has 
also developed and numerically validated 
the first optical 2D a-Si based top-down 
design, which could enable handedness 
sensitive ultrafast modulation via optical 
carrier injection. The IRG has also now 
demonstrated assembly of ~75nm diame-
ter Au nanowires in two key geometries 
used in reconfigurable metamaterials de-
signs: bridging across interdigitated elec-
trodes, and vertically oriented around di-
electric posts. Implementation of an ex-
perimental setup enabling simultaneous 
electric-field directed particle assembly, 
imaging, and collection of photolumines-
cence and lasing spectra has been com-
pleted, and random lasing results for 
500nm TiO2 particles at low number den-
sity has been achieved.
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IRGs, the new international component of 
IRG2, and also opportunities for synergistic 
interaction with the new Materials Innovation 
Platform at Penn State. 
The Penn State MRSEC is advised by an ex-
ternal Advisory Board, which will alternate 
with NSF-appointed site visit teams. A newly 
constituted Advisory Board will make its first 
visit in the year after the recent NSF second-
year site visit. These reviews provide a valu-
able external assessment of the scientific di-
rection and administrative structure of the 
Center.    

Central Facilities Laboratory 

The MRSEC maintains a Central Facilities 
Laboratory, centrally located for easy access 
to all members of Center. The CFL has ac-
quired instrumentation to serve the research 
needs of the four IRGs, and its facilities dove-
tail with the extensive facilities of the Penn 
State Materials Characterization Laboratory 
(MCL). A new probe station with cryogenic 
and magnetic field capabilities has been ac-
quired with key MRSEC support; it will be 
hosted and maintain at the MCL and available 
to the general community. Additional shared 
MRSEC computational resources have been 
acquired to support all four IRGs. 
The Center supports a faculty fellow program 
that are intended to increase the participation 
of faculty and students from predominantly 
undergraduate and minority-serving institu-
tions in the region. These activities leverage 
the full suite of characterization and fabrica-
tion tools available in the CFL and MCL. 
Through partnership with the new Two-Di-
mensional Crystal Consortium, this program 
will be expanded to further strengthen ties to 
minority-serving institutions nationwide.
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2. List of Center Participants 
          
Bioengineering (other engineering)        
(i) Receiving Center Support     (iii) User of shared facilities  

none  
(ii)Affiliated, not receiving Center Support      

Peter Butler; Full Professor     yes   
 
Chemical Engineering 
(i) Receiving Center Support 

 Ali Borhan; Full Professor yes   
Kristen Fichthorn; Full Professor    no 
Darrell Velegol; Full Professor    yes 

(ii) Affiliated, not receiving Center Support  
 none   
 
Chemistry 
(i) Receiving Center Support 

John Badding; Full Professor     yes 
Paul Cremer; Full Professor     yes 
Christine Keating; Full Professor    yes 
Thomas Mallouk; Full Professor    yes 
Scott Phillips; Full Professor     yes 
Ayusman Sen; Full Professor     yes 
Raymond Schaak; Full Professor    yes 

(ii) Affiliated, not receiving Center Support 
John Asbury; Assoc. Professor    yes 

     
Electrical Engineering   
(i) Receiving Center Support 

Suman Datta; Full Professor     yes 
Chris (Noel) Giebink; Asst. Professor    yes 
Zhiwen Liu; Full Professor     yes 
Theresa Mayer; Full Professor/Assoc. Dean   yes 
Douglas Werner; Full Professor    yes 

(ii) Affiliated, not receiving Center Support 
none 

 
Engineering Science and Mechanics (other engineering) 
(i) Receiving Center Support 

Tony Jun Huang; Full Professor    yes 
(ii) Affiliated, not receiving Center Support 

none 
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Materials Science and Engineering 
(i) Receiving Center Support     (iii) User of shared facilities 

Nasim Alem; Asst. Professor     yes 
Long-Qing Chen; Full Professor    yes   
Ismaila Dabo; Asst. Professor     yes    
Roman Engel-Herbert; Asst. Professor   yes  
Venkatraman Gopalan; Full Professor   yes  
Suzanne Mohney; Full Professor    yes   
Xiaoqing Pan; Full Professor     no 
Ramesh Ramamoorthy; Full Professor   no 
Joan Redwing; Full Professor     yes    
Joshua Robinson; Asst. Professor    yes   
James Rondinelli; Asst. Professor    no 
Darrell Schlom; Full Professor    no 
Susan Trolier-McKinstry; Full Professor   yes 
 

 (ii) Affiliated, not receiving Center Support 
none   

 
Physics  
(i) Receiving Center Support 

Moses Chan; Full Professor     yes 
Demetrios Christodoulides; Full Professor   no 
Vincent Crespi; Full Professor    no 
Craig Fennie; Asst. Professor     no 
Ying Liu; Full Professor     yes 
Margaret Murnane; Full Professor    no 
Mikael Rechtsman; Assistant Professor   yes 
Mauricio Terrones; Full Professor    yes 
Jun Zhu; Assoc. Professor     yes 

(ii) Affiliated, not receiving Center Support 
Eric Hudson; Assoc. Professor    yes 
Jainendra Jain; Full Professor     yes 
Chao-Xing Liu; Asst. Professor    yes 
Gerald Mahan ; Full Professor    no 
Nitin Samarth; Full Professor     yes 
Jorge Sofo; Full Professor     yes 

 
Other Science 
(i) Receiving Center Support 

Jayatri Das; Non-Tenured Education Staff/Chief Scientist no 
Franklin Institute (Education Outreach)  

(ii) Affiliated; not receiving Center Support 
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none 
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3. List of Center Collaborators 
 

Collaborator Institution E-mail Field of Expertise IRG 
Association 

Shared 
Facilities 
User  

Badih A Assaf 
Northeastern 
University Assaf.badih@gmail.com MBE Seed No 

Luis Balicas 
National High 
Magnetic Field Lab – 
Florida State Univ. 

balicas@magnet.fsu.edu Growth and TEM 2D Seed No 

Timothy 
Bunning 

Air Force Research 
Laboratory 

Timothy.bunning@wpafb.af.mil Polymer IRG 2 No 

Ye Cao 
Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory 

caoy@ornl.gov 
Ionic/Electronic 
Modeling 

IRG 1 No 

Zhonghou Cai Argonne National Lab cai@aps.anl.gov 
X-ray Microdifraction 
and Microspectroscopy 

IRG 4 No 

Cui-zu Chang MIT czchang@mit.edu MBE Seed No 

Chi-Wen Cheng 
National Chiao Tung 
University chiwing.ac96g@nctu.edu.tw 

Ultrafast Infrared 
Spectroscopy Seed No 

Sandy Cochran University of Dundee s.Cochran@dundee.ac.uk Acoustics IRG 2 No 
Ulbaldo M. 
Cordova-
Figueroa 

University of Puerto 
Rico-Mayaguez 

ubaldom.cordova@upr.edu Modeling IRG 2 No 

Ming Dao MIT mingdao@mit.edu 
Nanomechanics and 
Cell Mechanics 

IRG 2 No 

Nicholas Fang MIT nicfang@mit.edu Nanophontonics IRG 2 No 
Jarrod Fench SUNY Stony Brook Jarrod.french@stonybrook.edu Structural Biology IRG 2 No 
      
Ramin 
Golestanian 

University of Oxford 
Ramin.golestanian@physics.ox.
ac.uk 

Nanomotor Theory IRG 2 No 
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Collaborator Institution E-mail Field of Expertise IRG 
Association 

Shared 
Facilities 
User  

David Gidley 
University of 
Michigan 

Gidley@umich.edu 
Positron Annihilation 
Spectroscopy 

IRG 3 
No 
 

John Hayes 
University of 
Southampton 

Jrh1@sonton.ac.uk Nanocapillary Seed No 

Lin He 
Beijing Normal 
University 

helin@bnu.edu.cn Electrical Transport Seed No 

Don Heiman 
Northeastern 
University 

d.heiman@gmail.com MBE Seed No 

Taewok Heo 
Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory 

Heo1@llnl.gov 
Ionic Transport 
Modeling 

IRG 1 No 

Martin Holt Argonne National Lab mvholt@anl.gov 
Nanoscale X-ray 
Imaging  

IRG 1 No 

Mauricio Hoyos ESPCI (Paris Tech) hoyos@pmmh.espci.fr Acoustic Motors IRG 2 Yes 
Jiamian Hu Tsinghua University hjm08mails.tsinghua.edu.en Phase Field Modeling IRG 1 No 

Jon Ihlefeld 
Sandia National 
Laboratory 

jihlefe@sandia.gov 
Thermal Transport and 
Domain Structure 
Modeling 

IRG 1 No 

Ilia Ivanov 
Oak Ridge National 
Lab. 

ivanovin@ornl.gov Hybrid Nanostructures Seed No 

Stanislav 
Kamba 

Academy of Sciences, 
Czech Republic kamba@fzu.cz Optical Spectroscopy IRG 1 No 

Henry Kapteyn 
University of 
Colorado  

henry.kapteyn@colorado.edu 
High Harmonic 
Generation/Hollow 
Waveguides 

IRG 3 No 

      
Sergei V. 
Kalinin 

Oakridge National 
Lab 

sergei2@ornl.gov 
Piezoelectric Force 
Microscopy 

IRG 1 No 
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Collaborator Institution E-mail Field of Expertise IRG 
Association 

Shared 
Facilities 
User  

Moon Kim 
University of Texas-
Dallas 

moonkim@utdallas.edu TEM 2D Seed No 

Mercedeh 
Khajavikhan 

University of Central 
Florida 

mercedh@creol.ucf.edu Optics/Photonics IRG 4 No 

Keji Lai 
University of Texas, 
Austin 

kejilai@gmail.com Microwave Microscopy IRG 1 No 

Stewart Levine 
National Heart, Lung, 
and Blood Institute 

levines@nhlbi.nih.gov Asthma research IRG 2 No 

Mingda Li MIT mingda@mit.edu MBE Seed No 

Xiaoguang Li 
University of Science 
and Technology of 
China 

lixg@ustc.edu.cn 
Nano Materials 
Fabrication 

Seed No 

Yongmin Liu 
Northeastern 
University 

y.liu@neu.edu Nanophotonics IRG 2 No 

Lamar Mair NIST lamar.mair@nist.gov Acoustic motors IRG 2 Yes 
Petro 
Maksymovych  

Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory 5nm@ornl.gov 

Ionic/Electronic 
Modeling IRG 1 No 

J. Philip McCoy 
National Heart, Lung, 
and Blood Institute 

Mccoyj@nhlb.nih.gov 
Cell detection and 
sorting 

IRG 2 No 

Jessia 
McChesney 

Advanced Photon 
Source jmcchesn@aps.anl.gov ARPES IRG 3 No 

Jagadeesh 
Moodera 

MIT moodera@mit.edu MBE Seed No 

Anna 
Morozovska 

National Academy of 
Sciences, Ukraine anna.n.morozovska@gmail.com Theory IRG 1 No 
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Collaborator Institution E-mail Field of Expertise IRG 
Association 

Shared 
Facilities 
User  

Margaret 
Murnane 

University of 
Colorado  

margaret.murnane@colorado.e
du 

High Harmonic 
Generation/Hollow 
Waveguides 

IRG 3 No 

Wei Ning High Magnetic Field 
Laboratory 

ningw@hmfl.ac.cn Electrical Transport Seed No 

Fraser McNeil-
Watson 

Malvern Instruments 
Fraser.mcneil-
watson@malvern.com 

Bioinstrumentation  IRG 2 No 

Mario Pantoja University of Ganada, 
Spain 

mario@ugr.es Computational 
Electromagnetics 

IRG 4 No 

Anna Peacock 
University of 
Southampton 

acp@orc.soton.ac.uk Nonlinear Photonics IRG 3 No 

James 
Rondinelli 

Drexel University jrondinelli@coe.drexel.edu First Principles Theory IRG 1 No 

Phillip Ryan Argonne National Lab pryan@aps.anl.gov Xray Diffraction  IRG 1 No 

Pier Sazio 
University of 
Southampton 

pjas@orc.sonton.ac.uk 
Nanocapillary and 
Semiconductor Physics 

IRG 3 & 
Seed 

No 

Shunqing Shen 
University of Hong 
Kong 

sshen@hku.hk 
Theoretical Condensed 
Matter Physics 

Seed No 

Nicola Spaldin ETH Zurich nicola.spaldin@mat.ethz.ch First Principles Theory IRG 1 No 

Fraser Stoddart 
Northwestern 
University 

stoddart@northwestern.edu 

Mechanosteroche 
Mistry, 
Supramolecular 
Chemistry 

IRG 2 No 

Subra Suresh Carnegie Mellon 
University 

suresh@andrew.cmu.edu Nanomechanics and 
Cell Mechanics 

IRG 2 No 

Jing Tao 
Brookhaven National 
Laboratory 

jtao@bnl.gov 
Electron Loss 
Spectroscopy 

Seed No 
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Collaborator Institution E-mail Field of Expertise IRG 
Association 

Shared 
Facilities 
User  

Takashi 
Taniguchi 

National Institute for 
Materials Sci. – Japan 

Taniguchi.takashi@nims.go.jp Growth 2D Seed No 

Mingliang Tian 
High Magnetic Field 
Laboratory tianml@hmfl.ac.cn 

Transport 
Measurements, High 
Magnetic  

Seed No 

Robert Wallace 
University of Texas – 
Dallas 

rmwallace@utdallas.edu XPS and STM 2D Seed No 

Jian Wang Peking University jianwangphysics@pku.edu.cn Electronic Transport Seed No 

Wei Wang 
Harbin Institute of 
Tech. Shenzhen 

Weiwang_chem@126.com Catalytic nanomotors IRG 2 Yes 

Kenji Watanab 
National Institute for 
Materials Sci. - Japan 

Watanabe.kenji.aml@nims.go.jp Growth 2D Seed No 

Peng Wei MIT pwei@mit.edu MBE Seed No 

Haiden Wen 
Argonne National 
Laboratory 

wen@aps.anl.gov Time Resolved XRD IRG 4 No 

Brandon Wood 
Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory brandonwood@llnl.gov 

Ionic Transport 
Modeling IRG 1 No 

Arkadiusz Wojs 
Inst. Phys. Wroclaw 
Univ. of Poland 

Arkadiusz.wojs@pwr.wroc.pl 
Condensed Matter 
Theory 

Seed No 

Lijun Wu 
Brookhaven National 
Laboratory ljwu@bnl.gov 

Electron Loss 
Spectroscopy Seed No 

Mo Hai Xie 
University of Hong 
Kong 

mhxie@hkusua.hku.hk MBE Seed  No 

Qikun Xue 
Tsinghua University 
& Institute of Physics qkxue@tsinghua.edu.cn MBE and STM Seed No 

Haijin Zhang Stanford University Hjzhang0428@gmail.com 
Condensed Matter 
Theory 

Seed No 
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Collaborator Institution E-mail Field of Expertise IRG 
Association 

Shared 
Facilities 
User  

Shou-cheng 
Zhang 

Stanford University sczhang@stanford.edu 
Condensed Matter 
Theory 

Seed No 

Hua Zhou Argonne National Lab hzhou@anl.gov Xray COBRA Imaging IRG 1 No 

Yimei Zhu 
Brookhaven National 
Laboratory zhu@bnl.gov 

Electron Loss 
Spectroscopy Seed No 
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Strategic Plan

4.  Strategic Plan 

Development of Center Vision and Mission:  Nanoscale science is a rich field that is transforming 
materials science, not only by providing materials with enhanced properties for traditional 
applications but also by providing access to wholly new, transformational physical phenomena. 
Over the next decade, nano-materials are expected to play an increasingly important role in 
energy conversion, electronics, biology, environmental technology, and other fields. In large 
measure the success of these applications depends on innovation in materials discovery and 
assembly, and especially on understanding of new physics that is unique to the nanoscale.  
Recognizing the importance of the connection between emerging science and societal benefit, the 
mission of the Center is to design and discover materials with fundamentally new physical 
properties and functions, focusing especially on phenomena that are unique to nanoscale 
dimensions. Success in this effort requires the participation of multi-disciplinary teams that 
combine expertise in materials synthesis, fabrication, theory and computation, physical property 
measurements and device engineering.  Projects in the Center are expected to be at the forefront 
of their field scientifically, to be intrinsically interdisciplinary and in appropriate cases to 
transition to practical technology. Considering the scale of the Center, the projects should assume 
greater risk and ambition than a typical single-investigator effort. Renewal of the Center’s 
scientific focus is driven by new discoveries in the interdisciplinary research groups, and by a 
robust seed program that draws on talent from a large pool of materials researchers at Penn State 
and collaborating institutions. Periodic internal review of all programs is an important factor in 
maintaining the high quality and productivity of Center research. Center research is integrated 
with educational and industrial outreach that is designed to engage all its members and leverages 
the expertise and distribution networks of several partner organizations: these efforts are seen as 
valuable not only for the recipients (the public, students, industry) but also for the participants, as 
career development experience in communicating and translating research towards larger societal 
needs. The Center supports the career development of young scientists and those from under-
represented groups through its seed program, partnerships with minority-serving institutions 
(including two PREM partners newly launched in late 2015), coordination with departmental 
admissions committees, research experiences, a new student-led graduate advisory committee, 
participation in the materials facilities network, support of a STEM Open House for graduate-
school-bound seniors, and outreach activities, as described in the Diversity Strategic Plan. This 
management philosophy and strategic plan for the Center has been developed jointly by the 
members of the IRGs, who meet weekly for seminars and informal discussions, by the past and 
present Center directors, and by the Executive Committee.  It is expected that the future vision 
for the Center will continue to evolve with bottom-up input from its creative and energetic 
membership. 

Research Goals:  Transformed by the injection of new ideas and new participants, the topical 
emphasis of the IRGs has changed substantially since the Center’s establishment. The core 
research goals of the Center were re-defined in the competitive renewal process of 2014. The 
IRG portfolio was renewed through a robust internal competitive review, followed by successful 
transit through the NSF renewal competition. This process yielded two new IRGs and substantial 
redirection of two existing IRGs. The first two years of research effort following renewal had 
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created a firm foundation for the new IRGs 3 and 4 and yielded significant new advances also in 
IRGs 1 and 2. The following provides a picture of the Center’s current activities. 

IRG1 focuses on new phenomena in complex oxides in which two or more ferroic (ferroelectric, 
ferroelastic, magnetic) order parameters exist within a single material, especially those which 
take advantage of layer degrees of freedom.  The intricate coupling between spin-charge-and-
lattice degrees of freedom give rise to a rich spectrum of new phenomena and cross-coupled 
properties with fundamental scientific merits on their own, as well as potential applications in 
highly tunable electronic and optical properties, and electrical control of magnetism. Predictive 
theory closely coupled to experiment plays a crucial role in these studies. Recent discoveries 
underline the important role for material discovery in the IRG, with contributions from closely 
coupled theory and experiment. 

IRG2 focuses its efforts onto catalytic nano/microscale motors that employ catalytically driven 
ion flow, hydrolysis, and acoustic energy, spanning the full range from design, to fabrication and 
modeling, inspired by the dynamic interplay of nanomachines that comprise living systems. This 
research advances the fundamental understanding of nanomotor design to enable applications in 
the dynamical organization of nanomaterials and nanosystems, separations, sensing, actuation 
and biomedicine. Particular focus has been placed on collective interactions between motors, and 
the extension of motor functionality by incorporation of internal state variables. New motors 
types powered by acoustic fields are also being developed, including dual chemical and 
acoustically powered motors. New international collaborations are bringing in expertise in 
modeling and advanced acoustics. 

IRG3 aims to establish a new field of ordered three-dimensional metalattices formed by high-
pressure chemical fluid deposition into ordered templates. This new effort exploits unique 
synthetic capabilities developed in the MRSEC (in the prior IRG4) and couples to unique high-
harmonic coherent x-ray characterization techniques that have been brought into the MRSEC. As 
a pioneering effort in a novel class of materials, the initial stages of the effort are focusing on 
synthesis and property investigation (optical and transport) of high-quality samples from silicon 
and germanium deposition, with additional efforts ramping up on metal deposition, expansion to 
new templates, characterization of optical and transport properties, and the optimization of 
interfaces, degree of lattice order, choice of lattice geometry, and associated predictive theory. 

IRG4 is also a new effort, focused on the assembly of complex, functional nanoparticle arrays 
with controlled degree of order and disorder for novel applications based on collective function, 
including coupled oscillator arrays, disordered photonics, and gradient optics. This effort exploits 
strong particle synthetic capabilities (including optical modulation of particle polarizability and 
design of “assembly-ready” hybrid particles with specific optical functionality) with innovative 
assembly methodologies, and takes advantage of capabilities in electromagnetic design 
developed within the MRSEC in the prior award period. The IRG is advancing through the 
proof-of-principle stage and has developed several key capabilities looking forward. 

The seed grant program continue to be an important avenue for promoting new research ideas, 
particularly high-risk projects proposed by both early-career and established faculty, as described 
earlier. Historically, the seed program has been an important engine of innovation in the Center; 
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for example, it led to the establishment of a new IRG (now IRG1) in the prior renewal. The 
Center is currently supporting two compelling new Seed efforts in growth of III-V 
semiconductors (in particular, 2D GaN) on novel 2D substates and in the search for topological 
superconductivity in two-dimensional heterostructures. These two efforts align strategically with 
future opportunities in the area of 2D systems that are synergistic to the recently founded Two 
Dimensional Crystal Consortium, and also in contributing towards diversity goals. A new Seed 
call is going out in Summer 2016. 

Metrics:  The Center’s metrics for success include the number of collaborative publications, 
particularly those in high-profile journals and with multi-point collaboration, the degrees, 
training, outcomes and further career development of a diverse body of participants, numbers of 
patents, development of industrial and international collaborations, industrial co-sponsorship of 
research, and transfer of technology developed in the Center.   

Educational and Diversity Goals:  The Center maximizes its educational impact by coupling the 
expertise and enthusiasm of all of its members with our partners' expertise in reaching large 
audiences. The Science-U summer camps, offered across grades 3–11, continue to develop 
content on topics that resonate with the public. In partnership with The Franklin Institute (TFI), 
new museum shows and smartphone apps will be created for distribution to a national network of 
science museums, reaching an audience of hundreds of thousands. We recruit at the high school 
level students both locally and from underrepresented groups in the Philadelphia area for the 
Science Leadership summer camp. A broad range of high schools and middle schools are reached 
through teacher training workshops and research experiences, and a diverse group of students are 
mentored in the REU program, recruited through partnerships with minority-serving institutions. 
All major outreach programs are regularly assessed for efficacy and impact. Center outreach 
activities will continue to be integrated into the Center’s ongoing research activities through 
outreach showcases embedded into the MRSEC seminar series, participation across all levels in 
education and outreach activities, and the involvement of outreach staff in regular IRG research 
meetings and activities. The STEM Open House continues to grow in both size and quality of 
applicant; it facilitates the entry of undergraduates from underrepresented groups into graduate-
level research. MRSEC also hosts Millennium Scholar undergraduate researchers in our labs, and 
will provide opportunities and support for these students through their entire undergraduate 
career. The University has just recently made an institutional commitment to substantially 
expand the Millennium Scholars program, which is a gratifying recognition of the MRSEC’s 
early support for the launch of this program. 

The Center recruits students and postdocs from under-represented groups through ongoing 
collaborations with partner institutions, through the MRSEC facilities network, and by 
cultivating faculty contacts with minority-serving institutions. Our overriding goals are to 
nucleate institutional change through new programs such as the STEM Open House, and to 
consistently exceed minority representation in member departments. By coordinating with 
diversity-focused recruiting efforts across the campus through our Diversity Committee, the 
Center serves as a model and an agent for positive change in developing a diverse, 
interdisciplinary scientific workforce. The MRSEC is an enthusiastic partner in two PREM 
efforts, with North Carolina Central University and Cal State University Los Angeles.
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IRG1:&DESIGNING&FUNCTIONALITY&INTO&LAYERED&FERROICS&(DMR51420620).&V.#Gopalan#(IRG#
leader),#N.#Alem,#L.Q.#Chen,#R.#Engel;Herbert#(all#PSU),#C.#Fennie#(Cornell),#T.#Mallouk#(PSU),#X.Q.#Pan#
(UC,#Irvine),#R.#Ramesh#(UC#Berkeley),#J.#Rondinelli#(Northwestern),#D.G.#Schlom#(Cornell),#S.#Trolier;
McKinstry#(PSU).#
#
Students&and&Postdocs&
Graduated&or&Prior&Support:#(Ph.D):#Y.#Gu,#M.#Strayer,#F.#Xue,#C.#Eaton,#L.#Zhang,#Charles#Brooks,#
Benjamin#Winchester,#Che;Hui#Lee,#B.#VanLeeuwen,#June#Hyuk#Lee#(all#Penn#State),#Y.#Gu,#Helen#He,#
Robert#Zeches,#Di#Yi#(Berkeley),#Alison#Hatt#(UCSB),#Carl;Johan#Eklund#(Rutgers),#Amit#Kumar#(Penn#
State),#Eftihia#Vlahos#(Penn#State),#Chris#Nelson,#Qing#He#(Berkeley),#Alexander#Melville#(Cornell).#(MS):#
Jessica#Leung,#J.#Young#(Northwestern).#(Postdocs):#Xianglin#Ke,#Rajiv#Misra,#J.#Moyer,#Sava#Denev,#Tom#
T.#A.#Lummen,#Gregory#Stone#(all#Penn#State),#Anil#Kumar#(Rutgers),#Qibin#Zhou#(Rutgers),#Raegan#
Johnson;Wilke#(Penn#State),#Charles#Brooks#(Cornell),#Hena#Das,#Turan#Birol#(Cornell).#

Current:#R.#Haislmaier,#J.#Lapano,##S.#Lei,#D.#Mukherjee,#A.#Sen#Gupta,#S.#Shetty,#R.#Uppuluri,#Bo#Wang,#
Y.#Yuan,#H.#Zhang#(all#Penn#State),#Shanglin#Hsu#(Berkeley),#Eva#Helena#Smith#(Cornell),#Xuezheng#Lu,#
(Northwestern),#Jacob#R.#Jokisaari#(Ph.D.,#UCI),#L.#Li#(U.#Michigan),#Hari#Nair#(postdoc,#Cornell),#H.#
Akamatsu#(Postdoc,#Penn#State).##

Summary&of&Accomplishments,&IRG1&(DMR51420620):##In#this#reporting#period#this#team#has#16#peer;
reviewed#publications,#including#Nature,(Nature(Materials,#Nature(Communications,(Advanced(Materials(and#
its#sister#journals,#and#one#News(and(Views#(doi:10.1038/nmat4662) in#Nature(Materials.##One#US#patent#(U.S.#
Patent#Application#No.#14,815,546)#was#filed#on#transparent#conductors.##The#IRG#also#graduated#7#Ph.D#
and#3#postdocs#in#this#period.##

Goal:#The#new#IRG#explores#the#richness#of#control#knobs#such#as#diverse#structure,#connectivities,#
chemistries#and#tuning#parameters#such#as#strain#in#layered(complex#oxides#in#order#to#design#
multifunctionality.##In#particular,#we#want#to#create#unusual#states#of#matter#where#phase#competition#
and#coexistence#of#contra;indicative#properties#is#created#by(design,(such#as#optically#transparent#

correlated#metals,#polar#
metals,#digital#relaxors,#
vortex,#skyrmionic#and#other#
polar#phases#on#mesoscale,#
ferroelectric#ferromagnetism#
and#the#control#of#correlated#
phenomena#with#an#electric#
field#through#the#control#of#a#
built;in#polarization.#Since#
creating#a#built;in#
polarization#is#an#common#
theme#for#electric#field#
control#of#these#
functionalities,#we#propose#
new#mechanisms#in#
perovskite#superlattices#(PS)#
that#create#strong#ferroic#
functionalities#from#
otherwise#non;polar#and#

&

Figure&1.1:&Current&(green)&and&New&(pink)&New&Design&Paradigms&for&
Transparent&conductors#(left)#showing#a#plot#of#electrical#conductivity#σ#versus#
screened#plasma#frequency,#ωp.#(right)#Figure#of#merit#ΦTC#for#SrVO3,#and#CaVO3#
outperform#current#material#choices.#Nature(Materials#(2016).#
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highly#distorted#ABO3#perovskites,#thus#vastly#expanding#the#compositions#available.##The#team’s#
expertise#spans#first#principles#and#phase;field#modeling#predictions#of#new#materials#and#phenomena,#
synthesis#with#unit;cell#level#precision,#structural#electrical,#magnetic,#and#optical#characterization,#and#
prototype#device#demonstrations.##
&

IRG1&RESEARCH&HIGHLIGHTS&FROM&10/31/2015506/21/2016:&

Correlated&Metals&as&Transparent&Conductors#(doi:#10.1002/adma.201502743)&
The#fundamental#challenge#for#designing#transparent#conductors#used#in#photovoltaics,#displays#and#
solid#state#lighting#is#the#ideal#combination#of#high#optical#transparency#and#high#electrical#conductivity.#
Satisfying#these#competing#demands#is#commonly#achieved#by#increasing#carrier#concentration#in#a#wide;
bandgap#semiconductor#with#low#effective#carrier#mass#through#heavy#doping,#as#in#the#case#of#tin;doped#
indium#oxide#(ITO).#The#IRG#team#has#proposed#an#alternative#design#strategy#for#identifying#high;
conductivity,#high#transparency#metals#which#relies#on#strong#electron–electron#interactions#resulting#in#
an#enhancement#in#the#carrier#effective#mass.#This#approach#is#experimentally#verified#using#the#
correlated#metals#SrVO3#and#CaVO3,#which,#despite#their#high#carrier#concentration#(>2.2x1022#cm;3),#have#
lowscreened#plasma#energies#(<1.33#eV),#and#demonstrate#excellent#performance#when#benchmarked#
against#ITO.#A#method#is#outlined#to#rapidly#identify#other#candidates#among#correlated#metals,#and#
strategies#are#proposed#to#further#enhance#their#performance,#thereby#opening#up#new#avenues#to#
develop#transparent#conductors.#
#
Epitaxial5Strain5Induced&Polar5to5Nonpolar&Transitions&in&Layered&Oxides&
(doi:#10.1038/nmat4664,#doi:10.1038/nmat4662)&
Epitaxial#strain#can#induce#collective#phenomena#and#new#functionalities#in#complex#oxide#thin#films.#

Strong#coupling#between#strain#and#polar#
lattice#modes#can#stabilize#new#ferroelectric#
phases#from#nonpolar#dielectrics#or#enhance#
electric#polarizations#and#Curie#
temperatures.#Recently,#strain#has#also#been#
exploited#to#induce#novel#metal–insulator#
transitions#and#magnetic#reconstructions#
through#its#coupling#to#nonpolar#modes,#
including#rotations#of#BO6#transition;metal#
octahedra.#Although#large#strains#are#
thought#to#induce#ferroelectricity,#here#the#
IRG#has#demonstrated#a#polar;to;nonpolar#
transition#in#(001)#films#of#layered#A3B2O7#
hybrid;improper#ferroelectrics#with#
experimentally#accessible#biaxial#strains.#We#
showed#the#origin#of#the#transition#originates#
from#the#interplay#of#trilinear;related#lattice#
mode#interactions#active#in#the#layered#
oxides,#and#those#interactions#are#directly#
strain#tunable.#These#results#call#for#a#careful#
re;examination#of#the#role#of#strain–
polarization#coupling#in#ferroelectric#films#
with#nontrivial#anharmonicities#and#offer#a#
route#to#search#for#new#functionalities#in#

#

Figure&1.2:#Return&of&inversion&symmetry&by&a&polar5
nonpolar&transition.#A#Ruddlesden;Popper#layered#complex#
oxide,#An+1BnO3n+1,#depicted#in#three#possible#states#a,#high#
symmetry#parent#structure#with#no#oxygen#octahedral#
rotations.##The#orange#crosses#indicate#points#of#inversion#
symmetry,#i,.##b,#octahedral#rotations#lead#to#displacements#of#
A(cations,(indicated#by#red#arrows.##This#breaks#all#inversion#
symmetry#points#in#a.##c,#a#new#nonpolar#state#predicted#by#Lu#
and#Rondinelli#when#the#crystal#is#subjected#to#biaxial#tension.##
The#octahedral#rotation#pattern#changes,#leading#to#a#return#of#
the#inversion(centers.#Nature(Materials((2016)(

#
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layered#oxides.#
Observation&of&Polar&Vortices&in&Oxide&Superlattices&(doi:#10.1038/nature16463)&

The#complex#
interplay#of#spin,#
charge,#orbital#and#
lattice#degrees#of#
freedom#provides#a#
plethora#of#exotic#
phases#and#physical#
phenomena.#In#
recent#years,#
complex#spin#
topologies#have#
emerged#as#a#
consequence#of#the#
electronic#band#
structure#and#the#
interplay#between#
spin#and#spin–orbit#
coupling#in#
materials.#The#IRG#
team#has#produced#
complex#topologies#
of#electrical#
polarization—#
namely,#nanometre;
scale#vortex–
antivortex#(that#is,#
clockwise–#
anticlockwise)#arrays#
that#are#reminiscent#

of#rotational#spin#topologies#by#making#use#of#the#competition#between#charge,#orbital#and#lattice#degrees#
of#freedom#in#superlattices#of#alternating#lead#titanate#and#strontium#titanate#layers.#Atomic;scale#
mapping#of#the#polar#atomic#displacements#by#scanning#transmission#electron#microscopy#reveals#the#
presence#of#long;range#ordered#vortex–antivortex#arrays#that#exhibit#nearly#continuous#polarization#
rotation.#Phase;field#modeling#confirms#that#the#vortex#array#is#the#low;energy#state#for#a#range#of#
superlattice#periods.#Within#this#range,#the#large#gradient#energy#from#the#vortex#structure#is#
counterbalanced#by#the#corresponding#large#reduction#in#overall#electrostatic#energy#(which#would#
otherwise#arise#from#polar#discontinuities#at#the#lead#titanate/strontium#titanate#interfaces)#and#the#elastic#
energy#associated#with#epitaxial#constraints#and#domain#formation.#These#observations#have#implications#
for#the#creation#of#new#states#of#matter#(such#as#dipolar#skyrmions,#hedgehog#states)#and#associated#
phenomena#in#ferroic#materials,#such#as#electrically#controllable#chirality.#
#
New&Families&of&Noncentrosymmetric&Ruddlesden5Popper&and&Dion5JacobsonLayered&Oxides&
(doi:#10.1002/aelm.201500196):#An#improper#mechanism#for#breaking#inversion#symmetry#has#been#
revealed#to#induce#piezoelectricity#in#the#family#of#layered#perovskites,#LiRTiO4#(R(=#rare#earths),#which#
are#previously#reported#as#centrosymmetric.#Noncentrosymmetry#in#this#family#of#compounds#arises#
from#TiO6#octahedral#rotation#represented#by#a(−#b(o#c(o#/#b(o#a(−#c(o#in#the#perovskite#blocks#between#RO#rock#

Figure&1.3:&Polar&Vortices&in&Oxide&Superlattices:#Cross;sectional#high#resolution#STEM#
image#with#an#overlay#of#the#polar#displacement#vectors#(P#indicated#by#yellow#arrows)#
for#a#(SrTiO3)10/(PbTiO3)10#superlattice,#showing#that#an#array#of#vortex–antivortex#pairs#is#
present#in#each#PbTiO3#layer.#b,#A#magnified#image#of�a#single#vortex–antivortex#pair,#
showing#the�full#density#of#data#points#(one#for#each#atom)#and#the#continuous#rotation#
of#the#polarization#state#within#such#vortex–antivortex#pairs.#c,#The#curl#of#the#polar#
displacement#(∇&×#P)[010]�for#the#same#vortex–antivortex#pair#reveals#the#alternating#
rotation#directions#of#the#structures.#The#(∇&×#P)[010]#curl#value#is#plotted#with#a#red/blue#

color#scale#where#no;vorticity#(curl#=#0)#is#white,#clockwise#(negative)#is#blue#and#
anticlockwise#(positive)#is#red.#d,#Polarization#vectors#from#a#phase;field#simulation#of#the#
same#(SrTiO3)10/(PbTiO3)10#superlattice,#which#predicts#vortex–antivortex#pairs#that#
closely#match#the#experimental#observations.##Nature((2016).(

#
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salt#and#LiO#antifluorite#layers.#X;ray#diffraction#and#optical#second#harmonic#generation#complemented#
by#density#functional#theory#predictions#are#crucial#in#determining#the#new#structures.#High#transition#
temperature#(Tac)#of#up#to#1200#K#from#noncentrosymmetric#to#centrosymmetric#phase#is#observed.#
Piezoelectric#coefficients#(d36)#of#up#to#−15#pC/N#are#predicted,#and#piezoelectric#force#microscopy#
experiments#confirm#a#piezoelectric#response.#The#demonstrated#improper#mechanism#in#this#and#other#
layered#oxide#families,#with#a#wide#range#of#available#topologies#and#chemistries,#could#aid#in#the#search#
for#high#temperature#piezoelectrics.&&

(doi:#10.1002/adfm.201504046):#The#loss#of#centrosymmetry#via#oxygen#octahedral#rotations#is#
demonstrated#in#the#n(=#2#Dion–Jacobson#family#of#layered#oxide#perovskites,#A′LaB2O7#(A′#=#Rb,#Cs;#B#=#
Nb,#Ta).#Ab#initio#density#functional#theory#calculations#predict#that#all#four#materials#should#adopt#polar#
space#groups,#in#contrast#to#the#results#of#previous#experimental#studies#that#have#assigned#these#
materials#to#the#centrosymmetric#P4/#mmm(space#group.#Optical#second#harmonic#generation#experiments#
confirm#the#presence#of#a#noncentrosymmetric#phase#at#ambient#temperature.#Piezoresponse#force#
microscopy#experiments#also#show#that#this#phase#is#piezoelectric.#To#elucidate#the#symmetry;breaking#
and#assign#the#appropriate#space#groups,#the#crystal#structure#of#CsLaNb2O7#is#refined#as#a#function#of#
temperature#from#synchrotron#X;ray#diffraction#data.#Above#550#K,#CsLaNb2#O7#adopts#the#previously#
determined#centrosymmetric#P4/#mmm(space#group.#Between#550#and#350#K,#the#symmetry#is#lowered#to#
the#noncentrosymmetric#space#group#Amm2.#&
#
PbMn(IV)TeO6:&A&New&Noncentrosymmetric&Layered&Honeycomb&Magnetic&Oxide&&
(doi:#10.1021/acs.inorgchem.5b02677):#&

PbMnTeO6,#a#new#
noncentrosymmetric#layered#
magnetic#oxide#was#synthesized#and#
characterized.#The#crystal#structure#
is#hexagonal,#with#space#group#
P6 ̅2m#,#and#consists#of#edge;sharing#
(Mn4+/Te6+)O6#trigonal#prisms#that#
form#honeycomb;like#two;
dimensional#layers#with#Pb2+#ions#
between#the#layers.#The#structural#
difference#between#PbMnTeO6,#with#
disordered/trigonal#prisms#of#
Mn4+/Te6+,#versus#the#similar#chiral#
SrGeTeO6#(space#group#P312),#with#
long;range#order#of#Ge4+#and#Te6+#in#

octahedral#coordination,#is#attributed#to#a#difference#in#the#electronic#effects#of#Ge4+#and#Mn4+.#
Temperature;dependent#second#harmonic#generation#by#PbMnTeO6#confirmed#the#noncentrosymmetric#
character#between#12#and#873#K.#Magnetic#measurements#indicated#antiferromagnetic#order#at#TN#≈#20K#
and#a#frustration#parameter#(|θ|/TN)#of#∼2.16.##
#
Design&of&Noncentrosymmetric&Perovskites&from&Centric&and&Acentric&Basic&Building&Units&
(doi:#10.1039/c5tc04239a):&The#IRG#team#presented#a#detailed#crystal#chemistry#approach#to#lift#inversion#
symmetry#in#inorganic#crystals.#By&considering#the#ordering#of#centric#and#acentric#basic#building#units#in#
one#and#two#dimensional#systems,#we#reviewed#the#structural#‘‘features’’#necessary#to#break#spatial#
parity.#We#then#extend#this#model#to#three#dimensional#materials,#focusing#on#the#family#of#ABX3#
perovskites#with#corner;connected#metalanion#BX6#octahedra#and#A;site#cations#filling#the#interstices#

#

Figure&1.4:&A&New&Noncentrosymmetric&Magnetic&Oxide:#(a)#
Noncentrosymmetric#P;62m#(No.#189)#structure#of#PbMnTeO6#and#(b)#
possible#parent#centrosymmetric#structure#with#space#group#P6/mmm#
(No.#191).#The#black#arrows#in#(b)#represent#a#distortion#that#leads#to#the#
P62 ̅#m#structure.#Inorganic(Chemistry((2016).#

#
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(forming#AX12#cuboctahedra).#Although#this#extended#BX6#network#can#tilt#and#rotate#in#space,#these#
complex#distortions#preserve#inversion#symmetry;#however,#previous#work#has#shown#that#certain#
rotational#patterns#of#the#octahedral#units#in#combination#with#A;site#cation#ordering#are#able#to#lift#
inversion#symmetry#in#perovskites.#Herein,#we#extend#this#framework#by#comprehensively#determining#
and#describing#the#combinations#of#A;#and#B;site#cation#ordering#schemes#and#BX6#octahedral#rotation#
patterns#that#will#produce#noncentrosymmetric#crystal#structures#independent#of#the#chemical#makeup.#
Although#no#combinations#of#simple#B;site#ordering#lifts#inversion,#we#find#that#a#wide#variety#of#polar,#
chiral,#and#second#harmonic#active#structures#can#be#realized#with#A;site#and#mixed#A;#and#B;site#cation#
ordering.#We#then#show#that#the#ability#of#such#combinations#to#lift#inversion#symmetry#depends#on#
whether#a#given#rotation#pattern#of#the#octahedral#units#distorts#the#A;site#environment#into#centric#or#
acentric#polyhedra,#as#well#as#whether#the#cation#ordering#scheme#aligns#them#in#the#proper#orientation.#
Finally,#we#discuss#the#chemical#factors#stabilizing#the#various#tilt#patterns#and#ordering#schemes,#such#as#
the#tolerance#factor#and#global#instability#index.#The#guidelines#described#here#offer#new#insights#into#this#
vast#family#of#materials,#and#detail#a#useful#way#to#think#about#the#design#of#noncentrosymmetric#
materials#from#basic#building#units.&
&
Domain&Topology&and&Domain&Switching&Kinetics&in&a&Hybrid&Improper&Ferroelectric&
(doi:#10.1038/ncomms11602)&
Charged#polar#interfaces#such#as#charged#ferroelectric#walls#or#heterostructured#interfaces#of#
ZnO/(Zn,Mg)O#and#LaAlO3/SrTiO3,#across#which#the#normal#component#of#electric#polarization#changes#
suddenly,#can#host#large#two;dimensional#conduction.#Charged#ferroelectric#walls,#which#are#
energetically#unfavourable#in#general,#were#found#to#be#mysteriously#abundant#in#hybrid#improper#
ferroelectric#(Ca,Sr)3Ti2O7#crystals.#From#the#exploration#of#antiphase#boundaries#in#bilayer;perovskites,#
here#we#discover#that#each#of#four#polarizationdirection#states#is#degenerate#with#two#antiphase#domains,#
and#these#eight#structural#variants#form#a#Z4xZ2#domain#structure#with#Z3#vortices#and#five#distinct#types#
of#domainwalls,#whose#topology#is#directly#relevant#to#the#presence#of#abundant#charged#walls.#We#also#
discover#a#zipper;like#nature#of#antiphase#boundaries,#which#are#the#reversible#creation/annihilation#
centres#of#pairs#of#two#types#of#ferroelectric#walls#(and#also#Z3;vortex#pairs)#in#90#degree#and#180#degree#
polarization#switching.#Our#results#demonstrate#the#unexpectedly#rich#nature#of#hybrid#improper#
ferroelectricity.#

&
Figure&1.5:&Vortex&patterns&in&Ca2.55Sr0.45Ti2O7&and&
Ca3Mn1.9Ti0.1O7&crystals.#(a)#DF;TEM#images#in#a#
CSTO#crystal#along#[001]T.#The#colored#arrows#
represent#polarization#directions#within#the#
domain.#(b)#The#electron#diffraction#pattern#
showing#a#90°;crystallographic;twin#relation.#(c)#
A#DF;TEM#image#of#the#white#rectangular#box#
region#was#taken#using#the#blue#circled#
superlattice#g1

#spot.#(d)#A#proposed#domain#
configuration#of#c.#(e,f)#DF;TEM#images#taken#
using#(e)#red#circle#and#(f)#yellow#circle#spots#

corresponding#to#superlattice#g1
þ#spots#in#a#CMTO#crystal.#A#Z3;vortex#network#appears,#with#three#DWs#meeting#at#

one#point#and#with#irregular#shaped#FE/FA#domains.#(g)#A#proposed#domain#configuration#of#e.#Two#types#of#
domain#walls,#FAt#(blue;dotted)#and#FAtr#(blue;solid),#were#identified.#(h)#Polarized#optical#image#of#a#CMTO#crystal#
showing#irregular#twin#(that#is,#FA)#domains#in#a#hundreds#micrometer#scale.##Nature(Commun.((2016).#

#

!
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IRG2:&POWERED&MOTION&AT&THE&NANOSCALE!!
Ayusman!Sen!(lead),!Ali!Borhan,!Paul!Cremer,!Vincent!Crespi,!Tony!Huang,!Sco>!Phillips;!!
Students:!Suzanne!Ahmed,!!Joseph!Albert,!Remmi!Baker,!Adam!Brooks,!Sambeeta!Das,!Anthony!
Dilauro,Wentao!Duan,!Astha!Garg,!Feng!Guo,!PoIHsun!Huang,!Eric!Jewell,!Abhisek!Kar,!Amir!Nourhani,!
Frances!Pong,!Maria!Sanchez,!Anne!Sendecki,!Benjamin!Tansi,!Flory!Wong,!Vinita!Yadav!and!Zi!Zhao!!

The!overarching!goal!of!the!ongoing!research!in!IRG2!is!the!rational!design!of!populations!of!selfI
powered!synthetic!materials:!motors!and!pumps!that!can!selfIorganize,!based!on!signals!from!each!other!
and!the!environment,!and!thereby!perform!complex!coordinated!tasks.!In!this!context,!we!define!motors!
as!motile!objects!(e.g.,!nano/microIscale!particles)!that!transduce!chemical!energy!into!mechanical!motion.!
When!these!motors!are!anchored!onto!a!surface,!they!transfer!their!chemicallyIgenerated!force!to!the!
surrounding!fluid!and,!hence,!function!as!fluidic!pumps.!In!other!words,!pumps!are!immobilized!motors.!
By!creating!systems!of!motors!and!pumps!that!have!the!capacity!to!both!
communicate!and!move,!the!IRG!lays!the!
foundations!for!fabricating!selfIpowered,!
smallIscale!robotic!systems!that!can!perform!
collaborative!work.!The!coupling!of!sensing!
to!transport!will!enable!complex!engineered!
systems,!including!the!bo>omIup!assembly!
of!dynamic!structures,!active!sorting!of!
materials,!roving!sensors,!and!analyteI
triggered!cargo!delivery.!Certain!recent!
findings!are!described!below.!

The!formation!of!“coffee!rings”!is!ubiquitous!
in!evaporative!drying!of!colloidal!
suspensions.!The!contact!line!is!pinned,!
forming!a!circle,!and!surface!tension!effects!
cause!the!particles!to!sweep!out!toward!the!
edge!(see!Figure!2.1).!The!resultant!nonI
uniform!distribution!of!particles!is!a!
persistent!problem!in!applications!related!to!
spray!painting,!coating,!and!inkIjet!printing.!The!IRG!has!discovered!that!the!formation!of!coffee!rings!
can!be!modulated!by!the!presence!of!electrolyte!gradients!or!active!particles.!As!the!water!evaporates!
from!a!droplet!with!dissolved!electrolyte,!the!salt!concentrates!near!the!rim!of!the!droplet,!giving!a!
concentration!gradient.!The!resulting!diffusiophoresis!causes!a!chemicallyIdriven!transport!that!pulls!
charged!tracer!particles!either!toward!the!boundary,!or!back!toward!the!center.!For!example,!when!
potassium!hydrogen!phthalate!(KHP)!is!added,!the!anion!has!a!lower!diffusivity,!and!the!diffusiophoresis!
for!negativelyIcharged!particles!is!inward,!opposite!to!the!surface!tension!effect,!and!so!particles!
distribute!on!the!surface!more!uniformly.!The!IRG!team!is!currently!modeling!and!experimentally!
studying!the!effect!of!different!electrolytes!and!particles!with!varying!zeta!potentials!on!coffee!ring!
formation.!When!PtIAu!rods!(200!nm!diameter,!~2!um!long)!are!added!to!deionized!water,!many!of!the!
rods!move!toward!the!boundary,!although!as!discussed!in!the!literature,!there!is!a!broader!distribution.!
However,!when!the!rods!are!added!to!a!droplet!which!has!5%!H2O2,!the!particles!“chemotax”!back!
toward!the!center.!

The!IRG!team!is!also!investigating!a!selfIpowered!oscillatory!micromotor!system!in!which!active!colloidal!
particles!form!clusters!whose!size!changes!periodically.!The!system!consists!of!an!aqueous!suspension!of!
silver!orthophosphate!microparticles!under!UV!radiation,!in!the!presence!of!hydrogen!peroxide.!The!
colloid!particles!first!a>ract!each!other!to!form!clusters.!After!a!short!delay,!chemical!oscillation!initiates,!

Figure!2.1:!Modulation!of!Coffee!Ring!Formation!by!Added!
Salt:!Schematic!of!the!coffee!ring!selfIassembly!mechanisms!
during!drying!of!a!saline!droplet!and!subsequent!salt!
dependent!generation!of!coffee!rings.!Different!dissolved!
salts!change!coffee!rings!due!to!chemicallyIdriven!transport.
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resulting!in!alternate!dispersion!and!clustering!of!particles,!as!seen!
in!Figure!2.2.!The!oscillatory!behavior!follows!an!electrolyte!selfI
diffusiophoresis!mechanism!involving!opposing!electric!fields!
generated!by!the!alternate!reduction!and!oxidation!of!silver.!The!
oscillation!frequency!can!be!tuned!by!changing!the!concentration!
of!hydrogen!peroxide.!A!nonIlinear!distributed!reaction!model!
mimics!the!observed!behaviors,!from!independent!cluster!
explosions!to!selfIsustaining!chains!of!triggered!explosions,!to!
strong!interIcluster!synchronization,!depending!on!the!strength!of!
the!diffusive!coupling!between!clusters!(see!Figure!2.3).!Such!
frequency!tuning!can!be!potentially!useful!for!information!coding,!
design!of!reconfigurable!materials,!and!logic!devices!that!are!based!
on!active!colloids.!

Turning!from!ensembles!of!particles!to!individual!enzyme!
behavior,!diffusion!of!enzyme!molecules!increases!with!increasing!
reaction!rate!(i.e.!substrate!concentration).!Likewise,!even!smaller,!
organometallic!catalysts!
show!diffusion!that!
increases!with!increasing!
reaction!rate,!as!measured!
by!diffusionIordered!
nuclear!magnetic!
resonance!spectroscopy!

(DOSYINMR),!with!the!effect!decaying!over!time!as!the!substrate!
is!consumed,!see!Figure!2.4.!

Although!much!of!the!work!on!single!molecule!diffusion!and!
chemotaxis!is!being!carried!out!in!solution,!the!IRG!has!also!
begun!to!explore!chemotactic!motion!on!lipid!surfaces.!In!order!
to!examine!if!simple!binding!can!result!in!directional!chemotactic!
migration,!the!IRG!is!developing!a!system!that!allows!for!a!fixed!
lipid!gradient!to!be!created!on!a!two!dimensional!surface.!
Specifically,!we!are!developing!a!new!generation!of!supported!
lipid!bilayer!architectures!containing!high!concentrations!of!
phosphatidylethanolamine!(PE).!Once!included,!they!can!be!
laterally!arranged,!with!PEIrich!and!PEIpoor!areas,!creating!a!
local!gradient!of!metalIion!binding!sites!on!the!surface.!The!next!step!will!be!to!use!the!domain!

segregated!systems!to!move!metal!ions!
up!the!gradients!to!regions!of!higher!
PE!concentration.!

The!IRG!and!collaborators!(A.!Balazs)!
have!developed!a!theoretical!model!for!
the!transduction!of!the!chemical!energy!
into!mechanical!fluid!flow!in!
chemically!powered!pumps.!This!
model!captures!buoyancy!effects!due!to!
the!solution!containing!nonIuniform!
concentrations!of!substrate!and!
product.!We!find!that!the!qualitative!

Figure!2.4:!Enhanced!diffusivity!measured!by!NMR!is!proportional!
to!the!reaction!rate,!and!decays!over!time!as!substrate!is!consumed.

Figure!2.2:!SpaceItime!plot!of!the!
oscillatory!explosion!and!reI
condensation!of!colloidal!aggregates,!
as!analyzed!by!image!recognition!
algorithms!from!experimental!video!
data.!

Figure!2.3:!A!minimal!nonlinear!
model!with!coupling!between!
colloidal!aggregate!clusters!yields!
bistable!behavior!for!individual!
particles!but!oscillatory!behavior!for!
the!ensemble!of!multiple!clusters.
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features!of!the!flow!depend!on!the!ratios!of!diffusivities!!and!expansion!coefficients!!of!the!reaction!
substrate!(S)!and!product!(P).!Our!experimental!results!are!in!qualitative!agreement!with!the!model!and!
show!that!both!the!speed!and!direction!of!fluid!pumping:!depend!on!the!enzyme!activity!and!coverage,!!
vary!with!the!distance!from!the!pump,!and!evolve!with!time.!These!findings!permit!the!rational!design!of!
enzymatic!pumps!that!can!operate!without!external!power!sources!to!accurately!control!the!direction!and!
speed!of!fluid!flow,!thereby!permi>ing!the!design!of!effective,!selfIpowered!fluidic!devices.!

The!IRG!has!demonstrated!transfer!of!momentum!from!active,!molecular!catalysts!to!their!immediate!
surroundings!by!monitoring!the!change!in!diffusion!of!tracers!present!in!a!system!undergoing!catalytic!
substrate!turnover.!The!diffusion!enhancement!is!correlated!with!the!total!activity!of!the!system,!which!
has!been!previously!observed!in!systems!containing!micronIscale!swimmers.!Interestingly,!the!
enhancement!is!independent!of!the!swimming!mechanism,!signifying!the!generic!role!of!hydrodynamic!
coupling!between!the!swimmers!and!their!surroundings.!These!observations!are!consistent!with!the!

recent!prediction!of!longIrange!hydrodynamic!effects!due!to!active!
force!dipoles!kstirringk!the!medium.!This!model!also!predicts!a!linear!
dependence!of!diffusion!enhancement!on!substrate!concentration,!as!is!
observed!in!our!system.!CatalysisIinduced!force!generation!may!be!
sufficient!for!the!recently!reported!stochastic!motion!of!the!cytoplasm!
and!for!the!convective!transport!of!fluid!in!cells.!Momentum!transfer!
at!the!molecular!scale!not!only!provides!novel!insights!into!the!
dynamics!of!low!Reynolds!number!systems!but!offers!opportunities!
for!controlled!mass!and!energy!transfer,!and!mixing!at!the!molecular!
scales!by!generation!of!in!situ!perturbations.!

New!modeling!of!motorImotor!interactions!and!selfIinteractions!has!
identified!a!new!regime!of!fascinating!physical!behavior!if!the!
diffusivity!of!the!chemical!species!emi>ed!by!the!motor!is!sufficiently!
low!that!the!motor!can!travel!a!significant!fraction!of!its!own!length!in!
the!diffusional!timescale.!Three!such!examples!are!provided!in!Figure!
2.5!where!strong!interactions!within!motor!pairs!lead!to!stable!dimeric!
behaviors!not!seen!at!the!individualImotor!level.!

In!the!area!of!acoustic!propulsion,!the!IRG!team!is!currently!working!
to!implement!experimentally,!in!an!acoustically!powered!system!that!

is!simultaneously!in!an!acousticallyIdefined!periodic!potential,!the!rotation/drift!coupling!predicted!by!
IRG!theorists!in!the!previous!report.!International!collaborators!
Cochran!and!Demore!are!collaborating!with!IRG!member!TrolierI
McKinstry!to!build!array!transducers,!in!externally!funded!work!that!
is!currently!being!considered!for!integration!into!the!IRG,!with!a!
particular!focus!on!control!of!acoustic!motor!ensembles!in!these!
arrays!with!complex,!timeIvarying!fields!that!take!advantage!of!
temporal!averaging!over!multiple!timescales!and!swarms!of!diverse!
motor!subItypes.!!Figure!2.6!shows!an!example!of!an!ultrasound!
array!fabricated!at!the!Penn!State!Nanofabrication!facility.!IRG!
members!also!supervised!development!of!transducer!arrays!for!a!
startIup!company!that!has!asked!not!to!be!named.!

Figure!2.6:!Transducer!array!of!
potential!application!to!the!acoustic!
motors!under!investigation!in!IRG2.
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IRG$3:$HIGH(PRESSURE$ENABLED$ELECTRONIC$METALATTICES$
John%V.%Badding%%(leader),%Nasim%Alem%,%Ali%Borhan,%Vincent%H.%Crespi,%Ismaila%Dabo,%Venkatraman%
Gopalan,%Noel%C.%Giebink,%Ying%Liu,%Gerald%.D.%Mahan,%Thomas%E.%Mallouk,%Suzanne%E.%Mohney,%
Margaret%M.%Murnane$
Graduate$Students$and$Postdocs:%HKY.%Cheng,%W.%Chen,%A.%Grede,%Z.%Huang,%X.%Ji,%B.%Laubacker,%Y.%Liu,%
S.%Mills,%P.%Moradifar,%P.%Motevalian,%N.%Poilvert,%J.%Russel,%D.%Talreja,%V.%Xiong,%SKY.%Yu;%%%

Collaborators:%David%W.%Gidley,%Henry%C.%Kapteyn,%Jessica%L.%McChesney,%Pier%JKA.%Sazio,%

IRG3%continues%to%make%substantial%progress%in%synthesizing%and%
charactering%metala&ices,%artificial%3D%solids%that%are%periodic%on%a%scale%of%
1–100%nm.%An%important%difference%between%metala]ices%and%quantum%dot%
superla]ices%or%porous%semiconductors%is%that%an%ordered,.highly.
interconnected%surface%or%interface%interweaves%the%structure.%Depending%on%
the%the%detailed%structure,%the%metala]ice%could%be%notionally%subdivided%
into%_metaKatoms_%(e.g.%more%capacious%regions)%linked%by_metaK
bonds_%(e.g.%thin%channels%that%interconnect%metaKatoms).%This%periodic%
order%in%three%dimensions%on%the%one%to%100%nm%length%scale%then%interacts%
with%existing%physical%processes%and%order%parameters%on%a%similar%
length%scale,%including%electronic%processes,%magnetic%lengthKscales,%
sca]ering%lengthKscales,%etc.%In%addition,%the%pervasive%interface%
provides%a%mechanism%for%extreme%strain%tuning%and%exploitation%of%
interfacial%phenomena.%IRG3%synthesizes%metala]ices%using%high%
pressure%confined%chemical%vapor%deposition%(HPcCVD)%of%
semiconductors%and%metals%into%nanotemplates%with%appropriate%
periodicity.%%

Accomplishments%for%the%reporting%period%include%advances%in%the%
synthesis%of%metala]ices%with%smaller%periodicities,%new%compositions,%
and%new%symmetries,%removal%of%templates%from%these%metala]ices%and%their%backKfilling%and/or%
replication,%characterization%by%coherent%extreme%ultraviolet%sca]ering,%characterization%of%the%electrical%
and%thermal%transport%and%photoluminesence%properties%of%elemental%semiconductor%metala]ices,%
advances%in%the%theory%of%the%thermal%transport,%
thermoelectric%properties,%and%quantum%confinement%in%
metala]ices,%and%characterization%of%ultraKlow%frequency%
Raman%modes%of%vibration%in%them.%Metala]ices%have%
emerged%as%a%versatile%platform%to%understand%
semiconductor%luminesence%properties%because%such%
properties%can%be%investigated%for%different%materials%that%
are%precisely%structured%with%the%same%symmetry%as%the%
length%scale%is%changed%from%the%quantum%size%regime%to%
tens%of%nm%and%the%surface%chemistry%is%varied.%

Characterization$of$Nanoscale$Silica$Sphere$Templates$
using$Tabletop$Coherent$Extreme$UV$(EUV)$
ScaMering:$The%IRG%is%developing%a%tabletop%method%
for%investigating%template%and%metala]ice%symmetry%
and%order%without%the%time%consuming%and%costly%need%
to%travel%to%a%synchrotron%for%small%angle%xKray%

Figure%3.2:%WellKordered%silica%colloidal%crystals%with%
diameters%of%14%nm,%28%nm,%115%nm,%and%245%nm%
(across%from%top%left%to%bo]om%right).

Figure%3.1:%%Coherent%EUV%
sca]ering%from%silica%sphere%la]ices%
of%different%symmetry%and%density,%
plus%simulations%obtained%as%the%
squared%amplitude%of%the FT of the 
image  from selected areas of the SEM 
mage of the same sample.
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sca]ering%studies.%The%team%has%collected%
and%analyzed%13%nm%EUV%diffraction%from%
two%separate%regions%of%a%selfKassembled%
123%nm%diameter%silica%sphere%template%
designed%to%have%varying%sphere%
distributions,%packing%and%symmetry,%as%
shown%in%Figure%3.1.%The%sample%was%
aligned%perpendicular%to%the%beam%in%a%
transmission%geometry.%%The%observed%sixK
fold%symmetry%of%the%Bragg%reflections%
clearly%indicates%a%hexagonal%closeKpacked%
structure%present%in%the%colloidal%crystal,%
and%reflections%up%to%the%third%order%can%be%observed%in%the%pa]ern.%The%DebyeKScherrer%rings%typical%of%a%
more%disordered%spheres%in%this%different%area%of%the%metala]ice%are%obtained%in%a%different%region%of%the%
sample.%From%the%analysis%of%this%diffraction%pa]ern,%we%estimated%an%interplanar%distance%of%
crystallographicKlike%planes%in%the%nanoKopals%arrangement%d1=148nm%(s1=%2π/d1=0.042%nmK1).%This%first%
demonstration%of%coherent%EUV%sca]ering%on%a%table%top%enables%the%structural%characterization%of%
templates%metala]ices%featuring%different%sphere%sizes%and%packing%symmetries.%%By%harnessing%the%high%
coherence%of%the%HHG%beam,%this%technology%can%be%readily%extended%towards%full%coherent%diffractive%
imaging%to%directly%visualize%2D%and%3D%these%structures%in%real%space.%These%silica%sphere%structures%
represent%the%la]iceKtexture%equivalent%of%%topologicallyKprotected%spinKtextures%such%as%magnetic%bubbles%
and%skyrmions,%to%which%a%similar%methodology%can%be%applied.%Furthermore,%by%harnessing%the%chemical,%
elemental%and%spin%specificity%of%high%harmonic%sources,%this%approach%can%be%extended%towards%the%
investigation%of%the%3D%structural%and%physical%properties%
of%infiltrated%metala]ices,%with%broad%impact%in%material%
science%and%nanotechnology.%

Progress%has%also%been%made%in%silica%colloidal%crystal%
synthesis,%polymer%replication%of%silica%colloidal%crystals,%
and%binary%colloidal%crystal%assembly.%%Using%an%amino%
acidKcatalyzed%silica%colloid%synthesis,%colloidal%crystals%
with%periodicities%from%approximately%14–250%nm%have%
been%fabricated.%The%team%is%able%to%produce%highKquality%
30%nm%colloidal%crystal%films%up%to%at%least%1%cm2%using%
carefully%controlled%temperature%and%humidity%
conditions%during%film%growth.%The%IRG%is%also%
replicating%colloidal%crystals%with%several%types%of%
flexible%polymers%to%reduce%the%periodicity%while%
maintaining%order.%Flexible%inverse%polymer%opals%
restore%pore%size%when%infiltrated%for%secondKgeneration%replicants.%To%obtain%more%complex%template%
geometries,%the%IRG%has%also%fabricated%binary%silica%colloidal%crystal%films,%although%large%phaseKpure%
crystals%remain%a%challenge.%Careful%control%of%concentration%and%temperature%has%yielded%hundredK
micron%domains%of%AB2%crystals%of%35nm%and%20%nm%silica%nanoparticles,%as%shown%in%Figure%3.3.%The%IRG%
team%has%discovered%that%small%silica%colloids%%(~100%nm%diameter%or%less)%deviate%from%spherical%shape%
during%crystal%film%growth.%This%“shapeKripening”%depends%upon%the%local%colloidal%packing%environment%
and%deposition%conditions.%Understanding%the%mechanism%behind%this%behavior%will%provide%valuable%
knowledge%about%the%stability%and%packing%geometry%selection%of%evaporationKdriven%colloidal%crystal%
assembly,%and%provides%a%route%to%obtaining%local%symmetryKbreaking%in%infiltrant%materials.%%

A%key%question%in%connection%with%the%metala]ice%electronic%properties%is%whether%quantum%confinement%
effects%are%significant.%Optical%absorption%and%photoluminescence%spectra%provide%a%route%to%address%this%

Figure%3.4:%ShapeKripened%small%particles%deformed%
into%tetrahedra.

Figure%3.3:%Fabrication%of%a%wellKordered%AB2%colloidal%la]ice%
template.%These%more%complex%structures%enable%new%metala]ice%
geometries%with%distinct%sca]ering%and%confinement%phenomena.
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question.%The%IRG’s%findings%to%date%suggest%that%
metala]ice%photoluminescence%results%from%
surface/interface%states,%as%demonstrated%by%the%
similarity%in%emission%between%silicon%and%
germanium%metala]ices,%and%no%consistent%trend%
with%decreasing%size.%Although%the%germanium%
infiltrated%14%nm%silica%templates%are%small%enough%
to%show%quantumKconfined%emission%(which%has%
been%observed%in%the%literature%for%passivated%
nanoparticles)%it%has%not%yet%been%observed%in%the%
metala]ice.%Absorption%measurements%are%not%
sensitive%to%surface%state%trapping%and%therefore%
provide%a%more%direct%route%to%probe%the%existence%
of%quantum%confinement%in%the%metala]ice%bulk.%
The%interconnected%nature%of%the%metala]ice%allows%
for%a%sensitive%measurement%of%absorption%via%
photoconductivity.%For%initial%investigations,%14%and%
30%nm%silicon%metala]ices%were%pa]erned%with%
aluminum%contacts%in%an%interdigitated%finger%
structure.%This%allows%for%an%electric%field%to%be%
applied%between%the%fingers,%where%a%
monochromatic%light%source%can%be%absorbed%by%the%

metala]ice%to%generate%a%current%which%is%proportional%to%the%absorption.%Absorption%in%the%14%nm%
templated%system%shifts%to%higher%energy%compared%with%the%30%nm%template,%whereas%the%same%templates%
with%amorphous%silicon%exhibit%similar%absorption%spectra%regardless%of%size.%%The%IRG%is%currently%
examining%additional%template%sizes,%both%from%different%silica%sphere%sizes%and%with%reduced%pore%size%
templates%via%alumina%deposition%before%infiltration%to%
further%establish%if%this%is%the%first%observation%of%quantum%
confinement%in%an%interconnected%threeKdimensional%
ordered%metala]ice.%The%results%of%the%absorption%
measurements%are%expected%to%complement%the%
luminescence%study%with%differences%in%absorption%showing%
that%the%underlying%electronic%structure%is%changing%with%
size.%In%the%near%future,%the%IRG’s%photoconductivity%setup%
will%be%adapted%to%allow%for%low%temperature%measurements%
as%well%as%measurements%to%show%the%Stark%effect%as%
additional%evidence%for%quantum%confinement.%

Three%omega%thermal%conductivity%measurements%were%also%
performed%to%determine%the%effect%of%metala]ice%phonon%
sca]ering,%expected%to%be%significant%in%this%size%regime.%A%
30nm%silica%template%infiltrated%with%crystalline%silicon%was%
investigated%as%a%function%of%temperature.%The%film%rested%
on%2mm%silicon%wafer%coated%with%330nm%PECVD%
deposited%silica%film%before%fabricating%the%device%on%its%
surface%using%lithography.%A%reference%sample%(Si%wafer%
coated%with%PECVD%silica%with%same%thickness%and%under%
same%conditions)%was%also%prepared.%The%3rd%harmonic%
voltages%associated%with%a%driving%current%measured%as%a%

Figure 3.5: Photoluminescence of the metalattice is 
similar between materials indicating surface state 
emission. No clear trend in emission is seen between 
different size templates.

Figure%3.6:%14%nm%and%30%nm%templates%infiltrated%
with%silicon%show%similar%absorption%in%the%
amorphous%state%but%the%tail%in%the%14%nm%sample%is%
blue%shifted%from%the%30%nm%sample%after%
crystallization%and%is consistent with confinement 
effects. The inset shows the structure used for 
photoconductivity with arrows indicating applied field.
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function%of%frequency%enable%the%thermal%
conductivity%to%be%extracted,%as%shown%in%
Figure%3.7.%Thermal%conductivity%of%the%
metala]ice%film%varies%from%0.00938%W/cmKK%
to%0.016%W/cmKK%from%100K–300K%assuming%
its%thickness%to%be%900nm%in%contrast%to%silica%
film%330nm%in%thickness%whose%conductivity%
varies%from0.00594%W/cmKK%to%0.0111%W/cmK
K%in%the%same%temperature%range%
Conductivity%values%lie%close%to%silica%film%
values%as%expected%due%to%76%%volume%
fraction%of%silica%spheres%infiltrated%with%
24%%silicon.%The%strong%deviation%from%the%
mixture%rules%indicate%a%prominent%role%of%
interfacial%sca]ering%on%the%thermal%transport.%

Theory%work%includes%detailed%investigation%of%the%
thermal%transport%properties%of%metala]ices%and%

investigation%of%quantum%confinement%effects%on%electronic%
properties%–%the%coKexistence%of%both%longKrange%dispersive%
states%and%strong%quantum%confinement%–%and%studies%of%
novel%interfacial%effects%a%metala]ice%surfaces%and%
interfaces.%The%insertion%of%voids%of%nanometer%size%in%
semiconductors%provides%a%highly%effective%and%widely%
applicable%approach%to%control%their%thermal%conductivity.%
By%performing%molecular%dynamics%simulations,%the%IRG%
team%has%examined%the%influence%of%voids%of%varying%size%
on%the%thermal%properties%of%silicon%metala]ices.%The%
thermal%conductivity%of%these%nanostructures%is%reduced%by%
orders%of%magnitude%compared%to%that%of%bulk%silicon%when%
the%diameter%of%the%pores%is%in%the%range%of%1%to%5%nm.%A%

systematic%assessment%of%structural%effects%on%heat%
conduction%using%an%autocorrelation%analysis%of%the%
phonons%reveals%that%the%itinerant%trajectories%of%the%
atoms%at%the%surface%of%the%pores%play%a%critical%role%in%
the%thermal%properties%of%metala]ices.%Investigations%
of%electronic%structure%of%metala]ices%indicates%that%it%
is%possible%to%obtain%strong%quantum%confinement%
while%maintaining%also%strongly%dispersive%electronic%
states,%a%critical%characteristic%desired%of%metala]ices.%

Figure%3.7:%Thermal%conductivity%of%metaKla]ice%and%silica%film%on%Si%
substrate%as%a%function%of%temperature.
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FIG. 4. Relaxation time of bulk silicon as a function of the
frequency of the phonons using the SW potential (top) and
the SW-GGA potential (bottom) compared to the relaxation
times corresponding to normal and Umklapp scattering calcu-
lated from semilocal density-functional theory (Ref. 30). SW
and SW-GGA calculations are performed at 280 K in a su-
percell containing 1728 atoms (6⇥ 6⇥ 6 unit cells).

cell, thereby providing a general means of computing
the phonon frequencies !(q,�) and normal mode e(q,�),
which are necessary to calculate the group velocities
|vg(q,�)| = |e?(q,�) ·@qD(q)e(q,�)|/2!(q,�) that enter
into the relaxation time approximation.

To evaluate the relaxation times, one can either resort
to the anharmonic lattice dynamics method31,32 or to a
combination of lattice dynamics and molecular dynam-
ics techniques.33–35 In this work, the latter method was
used for bulk and metalattice systems due to the fact that
this method is not perturbative and is thus expected to
be more accurate in capturing higher-order anharmonic-
ity. In specific terms, this method proceeds with calcu-
lating the amplitude of each phonon mode by project-
ing the atomic coordinates on a superposition of waves.
The coe�cients of this linear decomposition are taken to
be the time-dependent vibrational amplitudes S (q,�, t).
The relaxation time can then be extracted by fitting
an exponential function to the autocorrelation function
hS (q,�, 0)S (q,�, t)i. The relaxation times of silicon

within the Stillinger–Weber model are shown Fig. 4.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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FIG. 5. Thermal conductivity of silicon metalattices as a func-
tion of the pore volume fraction calculated using the atomistic
Green–Kubo method (SW-GGA) and compared with contin-
uum results (Ref. 36) at (a) 300 K and at (b) 1000 K. Ensem-
ble averages are performed over 50 runs for 12⇥ 12⇥ 12 unit
cells.

A. Heat transport in metalattices

The first geometry factor being considered is the void
fraction. 28Si metalattices with pore volume fraction
from 0% to 57% (close-packed) using 12 ⇥ 12 ⇥ 12 su-
percell with a face-centered cubic arrangement are inves-
tigated at 300 K and 1000 K. The values are reported in
the Fig. 5. We observe an almost exponentailly decreas-
ing trend in thermal conductivity values with increasing
pore volume fraction. For all pore fractions considered,
our Green–Kubo calculations (...)
that is very di↵erent from the one obtained in previ-

ous studies, in which a di↵erent potential was used10.
It is worth noting that the thermal conductivity decays

Figure%3.8:%Calculated%thermal%conductivity%of%a%
Si%metaKla]ice%as%a%function%of%void%fraction,%
compared%to%a%continuum%model%that%lacks%
atomistic%sca]ering%processes.
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IRG4:&MULTICOMPONENT&ASSEMBLIES&FOR&COLLECTIVE&FUNCTION&

Faculty:&L"Q$Chen,$D.$Christodoulides$(UCF),$K.$Fichthorn,$C.$Keating,$Z.$Liu,$T.$Mayer,$M.$
Rechtsman$(new),$R.$Schaak,$D.$Werner;&Graduate&students:&N.$Nye$(UCF),$S.$Boehm,$P.$Do"
nahue,$X.$Kong,$X.$Li,$Y.$Shi,$T.$Yue,$L.$Lin$(partial),$R.$Tang$(partial),$M.$Jerry$(partial),$C.$
Zhang$(partial),$N.$Famularo$(TA),$E.$Yarmoghaddam$(TA);$Postdoc:$L.$Kang$(partial)&

1.&&Research&Accomplishments&and&Plans&

In$Year$2,$IRG4$has$continued$work$and$acquired$exciting$new$results$in$each$of$the$four$main$
project$areas:$(P1)$Collective$function$in$metal"insulator$transition$nanoparticle$arrays;$(P2)$
Emergent$optical$properties$of$nanocylinder$assemblies;$(P3)$Particle$assemblies$with$tunable$
disorder$for$linear$and$nonlinear$photonics;$and$(P4)$Particle$assembly.$$

P1.&Collective&function&in&insulatorJtoJmetal&transition&(IMT)&nanoparticle&arrays&(Schaak,$
Chen,$Mayer,$Liu).&IRG4$aims$to$produce$coupled$VO2$nanostructures$by$directed$assembly$of$
solution"synthesized$nanoparticles.$In$Year$1,$top"down$fabricated$VO2$was$used$to$study$
phase$behavior$and$electrical$processes$while$work$to$develop$synthetic$and$assembly$strate"
gies$began.$In$Year$2,$the$focus$has$shifted$to$expanding$solution$synthesis$capabilities$for$VO2$
particles,$phase"field$models$for$particle$domain$structure$as$a$function$of$particle$size,$assem"
bly$of$these$particles,$and$characterization$of$their$IMT$transitions.&

Simulations*of*VO2*phase*behavior.*$In$Year$1$a$Ginzburg"Landau$(GL)$free$energy$was$devel"
oped$to$describe$the$thermodynamics$of$VO2$that$incorporates$the$electron$degrees$of$freedom$
in$addition$to$order$parameters$characterizing$the$lattice$structural$differences$among$the$rutile$
and$monoclinic$phases.$$Now,$this$model$is$being$used$to$predict$domain$structure$of$VO2$na"
noparticles$as$a$function$of$temperature$and$particle$size$(see$Figure$1a,$b).$In$the$coming$year$
additional$domain$structures$will$be$calculated$for$a$broader$range$of$VO2$nanoparticles,$to$find$
how$the$domain$structures$depend$on$these$applied$conditionsand$to$simulate$the$phase$mor"
phology$of$VO2$films$under$electrical$current.$As$additional$data$on$phase$properties$of$solu"
tion"synthesized$VO2$particles$becomes$available,$IRG4$will$move$towards$incorporating$strain$
and$particle$shape$in$the$models.$

IMT*characterization*in*solution;synthesized*VO2.*IRG4$has$achieved$scalable$and$high"yield$
solution"phase$syntheses$of$1"D$VO2$nanoparticles,$including$individual$and$branched$nan"

 
Figure 4.1. (a) Temperature-radius phase diagram of VO2 nanoparticles. (b) M1 phase domain structures of VO2 nanoparti-
cles. (c) X ray diffraction for solution-synthesized VO2 particles showing desired M1 phase. (d, e) solution-synthesized VO2 
truncated octrahedra and associated bulk calorimetry data showing IMT. (f, g) solution-synthesized VO2 wires and single-
VO2 wire measurement of IMT after assembly and electrical contacting. 
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owires$with$20"500$nm$limiting$dimensions,$in$the$insulating$M1$phase$(representative$x"ray$
diffraction$data$shown$in$Figure$1c).$Bulk$calorimetry$measurements$show$the$expected$IMT$
behavior$(Figure$1d,e).$Particle$monodispersity$in$size/shape$has$been$sufficient$to$enable$initial$
assembly$experiments.$Individual$VO2$nanowires$have$been$positioned$and$contacted$to$enable$
single"particle$measurements$of$the$IMT$in$oxidatively"stable$M1"VO2$wires$(Figure$1$f,g).$Cur"
rent"voltage$(I"V)$measurements$showed$that$more$than$one"third$of$the$assembled$VO2$nan"
owires$exhibited$thermal$IMT$switching$behavior$with$R/Ro$>$103,$and$the$IMT$transition$was$
sharper$than$benchmark,$high"quality$films.$Parallel$assembly$advances$on$model$dielectric$and$
metallic$particles,$in$collaboration$with$industrial$partners$SRC$and$Intel,$have$provided$exten"
sive$new$capabilities$for$coupling$together$spherical$particles$at$precise$locations$on$addressa"
ble$substrates.$Going$forward,$IRG4$will$continue$to$improve$particle$synthetic$control$over$
size,$shape,$and$properties$of$VO2$and$related$metal$oxide$particles,$and$incorporate$core"shell$
structures$to$enable$strain"tuning$of$electrical$properties$and$potentially$as$a$capacitive$external$
layer.$Groups$of$particles$will$be$assembled$for$coupling$measurements.$

PREM*Collaboration*with*NCCU.$IRG4$is$hosting$two$highly$motivated$undergraduate$phys"
ics$majors$from$North$Carolina$Central$University$(NCCU)$this$summer.$As$the$summer$pro"
gresses$they$will$be$learning$nanofabrication,$nanostructure$characterization,$and$particle$as"
sembly$and$using$their$new$skills$to$assemble$metal$oxide$particles$including$VO2$nanowires.$
The$goal$is$for$the$students$to$bring$assembled$nanowire$samples$back$to$NCCU,$where$they$
and$Prof.$Wu$will$also$apply$spatially$resolved$ultrafast$microscopy$to$examine$coupled$VO2$
nanowire$systems.$$

P2.&Emergent&optical&properties&of&nanocylinder&assemblies&(Werner,$Keating,$Liu).&Project$2$
studies$the$novel$optical$properties$of$nanophotonic$assemblies$based$upon$directed$self"
assembly$(DSA)$approaches$for$dynamically$reconfigurable$electro"optic$devices.$Designs$are$
led$by$theory:$simulations$are$used$to$identify$structures$that$could$be$both$exciting$for$optical$
applications$and$potentially$achievable$by$DSA.$For$nearly$all$identified$target$structures,$some$
degree$of$reconfigurability$in$structure$and$hence$real"time$control$over$functional$performance$
should$be$possible.$This$represents$an$important$departure$from$other$work$in$nanophotonics$
based$on$static$structures.$

Reconfigurable*Optical*Vortex*Beam*Emission*Enabled*by*Assembly*of*Nanowires.$Microring$
resonators$with$angular$gratings$can$generate$fixed$optical$beams$carrying$orbital$angular$mo"
mentum.$Such$optical$vortices$have$wide"ranging$applications$in$optical$microscopy,$microma"
nipulation,$free"space$communication,$and$transmitting$quantum$information.$IRG4$is$investi"
gating$approaches$that$would,$for$the$first$time,$enable$reconfigurable$optical$vortex$beam$
emission.$Simulations$show$that$this$can$be$accomplished$by$tuning$the$response$of$a$microring$
resonator$through$ac"electric$field$assembly$of$NWs$to$form$a$grating$structure$on$the$mi"
croring.$In$the$coming$year,$we$will$fabricate$microring$structures,$develop$assembly$strategies$
for$achieving$the$desired$structures,$and$build$an$optical$setup$for$analysis$of$performance.$

Field;directed*Nanowire*Assembly*Enabled*Reconfigurable*Polarizer. The$DSA$approaches$de"
veloped$by$IRG4$enable$ordered$2D$lattices$of$Au$nanowires$(NWs)$that$can$be$reconfigured$in$
real"time$by$altering$an$applied$electric$field.$The$intrinsic$anisotropic$geometry$of$NWs$enables$

 

Figure&4.2.$Simulations$for$optical$vor"
tex$ emission.$ (a)$ Schematic$of$ the$ ring$
resonator$ based$ vortex$ beam$ emitter;$
NWs$ couple$ the$ whispering$ gallery$
mode$to$optical$beams$carrying$orbital$
angular$momentum.$(b"d)$Electric$field$
distribution$ 1000$ nm$ above$ the$ mi"
croring$ for$ different$ assembly"enabled$
modes$at$λ=1496$nm.$$
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strong$optical$anisotropy$arising$from$electromagnetic$resonances.$In$light$of$this,$a$reconfigu"
rable$polarizer$has$been$developed$consisting$of$a$field$aligned$Au$NW$lattice$that$exhibits$
large$transmission$contrast$between$two$orthogonal$polarizations$in$the$near"$and$mid"IR$re"
gions.$Simulations$of$the$lattice$indicate$excellent$discrimination$between$polarized$light$
aligned$parallel$vs.$perpendicular$to$the$nanowires’$long$axes$within$the$lattices.$In$order$to$ex"
ploit$the$optical$anisotropy$of$the$nanowires,$a$dual$electrode$design$was$developed$to$realize$a$
reconfigurable,$broadband$polarizer$in$the$near"$and$mid"infrared.$The$new$electrode$scheme$
enabled$us$to$selectively$change$the$orientation$of$the$nanowires,$in$real$time,$by$switching$the$
directionality$of$the$electric$field.$The$optical$response$of$initial$and$reconfigured$assemblies$
formed$by$three$different$wire$types$(1.1,$2.2,$and$3.7$jm$long$Au$nanowires,$200$nm$diameter)$
was$interrogated.$For$initial$lattice$structures,$strong$selectivity$between$incident$polarized$light$
parallel$(TE)$or$perpendicular$(TM)$to$the$long$axes$of$the$nanowires$was$achieved,$with$up$to$a$
seven"fold$increase$in$transmittance$for$the$2.2$jm$Au$wires.$Successful$rotation$of$the$nan"
owire$lattice$facilitated$inverse$polarization$selectivity.$This$work$is$an$important$proof$of$prin"
ciple$and$step$toward$achieving$dynamically$reconfigurable$materials$with$reconfigurable$func"
tionality.$A$manuscript$for$this$work$is$in$preparation.$$$

Template;assisted*Assembly*for*Tunable*Chiral*Metamaterials.$Metamaterials$with$a$chiral$
optical$response$are$of$great$importance$for$polarization$sensitive$devices$and$bioanalysis.$IRG4$
has$used$simulations$to$design$2D$and$3D$chiral$nanostructures$based$on$template"assisted$
nanosphere$DSA.$The$proposed$3D$assembly$promises$greater$than$an$order$of$magnitude$im"
provement$in$circular$dichroism$over$loosely"related$structures$in$literature,$and$will$be$tunable$
by$altering,$e.g.,$applied$voltage$and$electric$field$frequency.$In$addition,$we$have$developed$
and$numerically$validated$the$first$optical$2D$a"Si$based$top"down$design,$which$could$enable$
handedness$sensitive$ultrafast$modulation$via$optical$carrier$injection.$Finally,$a$potentially$
transformative$design$methodology$for$realizing$a$reconfigurable$2D$chiral$structure$based$on$
templated$assembly$of$gold$nanospheres$has$been$proposed.$Future$plans$are$to$fabricate$the$
proposed$structures,$perform$assembly$and$experimentally$measure$optical$response.$$

Expanding*metamaterials*capabilities*by*moving*to*smaller*nanowires.*Some$simulations$for$
exciting$structures$such$as$the$cloaking$wrapped$metasurfaces$introduced$in$Year$1$require$
smaller"diameter$nanowires$for$operation$at$wavelengths$of$interest$(e.g.,$communication$fre"
quencies).$Additional$designs$in$plasmonic$metamaterials$will$also$be$enabled$by$reconfigura"

 
Figure&4.3.$Simulation$and$experimental$demonstration$of$nanowire$lattices$as$reconfigurable$linear$polarizers.$
(a)$Dual$electrode$setup,$showing$two$interdigitated$electrodes.$(b)$Reflectance$optical$micrographs$of$3.7Au$
nanowires$reconfiguration.$(c)$Simulation$configuration$for$nanowire$lattice$(d)$Simulation$of$polarization$de"
pendent$transmission$of$gold$nanowire$lattices$for$particle$lengths$of$1.1,$2.2,$and$3.7$jm.$(e)$Experimental$
transmittance$of$polarized$light$through$lattices$formed$by$1.1,$2.2,$and$3.7$jm$long$nanowires.$Spectra$shown$for$
both$initial$(dotted$lines)$and$reconfigured$(solid$lines)$particle$assemblies.$
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ble$assemblies$of$smaller$particles.*This$presents$challenges$for$ac$field"directed$assembly$since$
the$dielectrophoretic$force$scales$with$particle$volume.$Smaller$particles$also$experience$greater$
Brownian$motion$and$are$more$difficult$to$image$in$real"time$using$optical$methods.$IRG4$has$
now$demonstrated$assembly$of$~75nm$diameter$Au$nanowires$in$two$key$geometries$used$in$
reconfigurable$metamaterials$designs:$bridging$across$interdigitated$electrodes,$and$vertically$
oriented$around$dielectric$post$features.$The$latter$geometry$is$of$interest$for$cloaking.$In$the$
coming$year,$IRG4$will$begin$incorporating$these$and$smaller$particles$into$reconfigurable$as"
semblies$for$analysis$and$comparison$with$theory.$

P3.&Particle&assemblies&with&tunable&disorder&for&linear&and&nonlinear&photonics&(Liu,$Chris"
todoulides,$Fichthorn,$Rechtsman,$Keating,$Schaak,$Mayer).&P3$investigates$the$interplay$be"
tween$gain,$loss,$scattering,$and$nonlinearity$in$disordered$photonic$assemblies,$leveraging$the$
dynamically$reconfigurable$structure"property$relationship$for$photonic$device$applications.$
Efforts$focus$on$two$exemplary$systems:$(1)$particle*modulated*resonators$–$where$particle$as"
semblies$are$used$to$dynamically$control$the$gain/loss$and$coupling$of$parity"time"symmetric$
(PT)$coupled$resonators,$to$enable$single$mode$lasing$and$ultrasensitive$nanoparticle$sensing,$
and$(2)$collective$particle*resonators$–$where$the$particle$assembly$itself$is$used$to$trap$photons$
through$scattering$and$thus$behaves$as$a$resonator$for$reconfigurable/adaptive$random$lasing.$
An$intriguing$opportunity$as$demonstrated$by$numerical$simulation$is$the$prospect$to$signifi"
cantly$improve$the$spectral$purity$of$random$lasers$through$PT"like$disordered$assemblies.$$

Controlling*scattering*mean*free*path*for*real;time*control*over*random*lasing.$Implementation$
of$an$experimental$setup$enabling$simultaneous$electric"field$directed$particle$assembly,$imag"
ing,$and$collection$of$photoluminescence$and$lasing$spectra$has$been$completed$this$year.$This$
has$enabled$study$of$emission$profile$response$as$the$packing$density$of$scattering$centers$is$
changed.$Sample$conditions$favorable$for$random$lasing$are$often$non"ideal$for$electric$field$
driven$particle$assembly.$Hence,$considerable$effort$has$been$focused$on$simultaneously$satis"
fying$requirements$of$both$reconfigurable$assembly$and$random$dye$laser$formation.$Parame"
ters$including$solvent$composition,$laser$dye$concentration,$particle$composition,$particle$size,$
sample$thickness,$refractive$index$interface$contrast,$and$excitation$laser$spot$shape,$and$others$
are$all$in$the$process$of$being$carefully$tuned$to$maximize$control$over$lasing$during$particle$
assemblies.$Figure$4.4$illustrates$the$importance$of$particle$number$density$in$scattering$mean$
free$path$(4.4a)$and$demonstrates$control$over$this$crucial$parameter$by$applied$field$conditions$
for$SiO2$particles$in$water$(4.4b)$and$in$lasing$medium$(4.4c).$Random$lasing$results$for$500nm$
TiO2$particles$at$low$number$density$are$shown$in$Figure$4.4d;$future$plans$are$focused$on$
coupling$real"time$control$over$assembly$with$observation$of$lasing.$

New$IRG4$member$Rechtsman,$an$expert$in$dynamics$of$light$in$complex$structures,$will$be$
providing$theoretical$and$numerical$support$(e.g.,$full"wave$simulations$as$well$as$coupled$
mode$simulations$for$both$passive$and$active$optical$devices),$as$well$as$carrying$out$experi"
ments$on$related$passive$photonic$structures$on$Si$chips$that$can$be$used$for$directed$assembly.**

 &

Figure& 4.4$ a)$ Scattering$ mean$ free$
path$as$a$function$of$particle$concen"
tration.$b)$An$example$of$an$applied$
electric$ field$ controlling$ particle$
density$ in$DI$water.$ c)$Assembly$of$
SiO2$ suspended$ in$ gain$ medium.$
High$ quality$ assemblies$ have$ yet$ to$
be$achieved$in$samples$that$produce$
sufficient$ lasing$ response.$ d)$ Shows$
random$ lasing$emission$of$ a$ sample$
of$ non"assembled$ 500$ nm$ diameter$
TiO2$particles$ in$ 2$mM$dye$solution$
compared$ to$ the$ fluorescence$ emis"
sion$of$the$neat$2$mM$solution.&
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PT;coupled*resonators.*Current$and$future$work$
includes$the$design$of$a$1D$particle$assembly$to$
demonstrate$PT"like$1D$random$lasers,$and$the$
design$and$implementation$of$multiple$coupled$
particle$assemblies$for$2D$and$3D$PT"like$random$
lasers.$Building$on$IRG4$team$members’$work$
with$PT"coupled$ring$resonators$to$control$
gain/loss$profiles,$we$are$exploring$the$possibility$
of$coupling$between$particle"based$resonators.$
Here,$multiple$particle$assemblies$would$be$
formed$at$different$sites$in$the$lasing$medium$
(e.g.,$laser$dye$solution)$and$coupling$between$
them$studied.$Multiple$assemblies$in$proximity$to$
each$other$have$been$demonstrated;$coupling$in$
these$systems$will$be$explored$experimentally$
and$theoretically$in$future.$$$

Incorporating*nonlinearity.&Nonlinearity$plays$a$
critical$role$in$influencing$PT$phases,$affecting$
random$laser$dynamics,$and$for$generating$new$
frequencies.$IRG4$members$are$in$the$process$of$
synthesizing$nonlinear$heterodimer$particles$consisting$of$plasmonic$and$χ(2)$particles$for$gigan"
tically$enhanced$second$order$nonlinear$processes$(e.g.,$SHG,$SFG,$DFG).$
P4.&Assembly&incubator&(Keating,$Ficthorn,$Mayer,$Schaak).&P4$develops$new$directed$self"
assembly$(DSA)$approaches$and$studies$the$forces$that$drive$the$assembly$process.$These$new$
approaches$ultimately$migrate$into$P1"P3$where$they$are$used$to$produce$functional$targets.$&

Illumination;modulated*particle*assembly.$IRG4$previously$demonstrated$selective$assembly$
of$photoconductive$particles$in$a$mixed$population$of$amorphous$Si$(aSi)$particles$with$differ"
ent$band$gaps.$$The$photoactive$particles$can$be$switched$between$positive$and$negative$dielec"
trophoresis$(DEP).$$IRG4$has$now$performed$systematic$studies$of$the$impact$of$illumination$
intensity$on$particle$conductivity$and$the$resulting$AC$field"driven$assembly$behavior.$Photo"
active$aSi$undergo$a$transition$between$positive$and$negative$DEP$at$a$crossover$frequency$that$
is$tunable$by$the$illumination$intensity$(Figure$4.5).$A$new$postdoctoral$researcher$joining$IRG4$
this$fall$will$work$to$expand$the$library$of$illumination"responsive$particles$available$for$use$in$
assemblies$for$Projects$1"3$by$controlling$the$particle"solution$interface.$

Patterned*van*der*Waals’*surfaces*for*particle*assembly.,In$the$absence$of$an$applied$field,$par"
ticle$assembly$onto$patterned$surface$features$generally$requires$either$chemical$binding$(e.g.,$
H"bonding,$hydrophobic$interactions,$or$biorecognition)$or$electrostatic$interactions$between$
chemical$groups$on$the$particle$and$the$surface$features.$IRG4$is$exploring$patterned$van$der$
Waals’$(vdW)$interactions$for$directing$assembly.$Experimental$results$indicate$that$gold$nan"
owires$preferentially$assemble$onto$gold$patterns$on$a$silica$substrate,$and$take$on$orientations$
that$maximize$their$interactions$with$the$patterns.$The$effect$persists$when$both$the$wires$and$
the$entire$substrate$are$coated$with$a$thin$layer$of$silica$to$avoid$variation$in$electrostatic$inter"
actions$across$the$patterned$substrate.$Coarse"grained$potentials$were$derived$to$describe$wire"
wire$and$wire"pad$vdW$and$electrostatic$interactions$and$assembly$was$simulated$using$Monte$
Carlo.$$The$model,$currently$in$the$final$stages$of$optimization,$already$comes$close$to$describ"
ing$several$experimental$scenarios$(e.g.,$wire$lengths$relative$to$substrate$feature$dimensions).$
A$manuscript$is$in$preparation$and$the$scaling$of$this$approach$with$particle$size$and$shape$is$
being$evaluated$on$the$path$to$incorporating$these$designs$into$P2$and$P3.$The$vdW$“assembly$
pads”$should$be$compatible$with$other$tools$such$as$field"driven$assembly$annealing$and$pho"
toillumination"responsive$photoconductor$assemblies.$

 
Figure&4.5.$Illumination$of$aSi$alters$the$frequen"
cy"dependent$Clausius"Mossotti$(CM)$Factor.$The$
CM$factor$is$related$to$the$relative$polarizabilities$
of$the$particles$and$the$surrounding$medium,$and$
determines$the$direction$and$magnitude$of$the$
particle$response$to$applied$AC$fields.$When$
CM>0,$particles$exhibit$positive$DEP,$migrating$to$
regions$of$highest$field$strength.$When$CM<0,$
negative$DEP$is$observed. 
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The$Seed$effort$on$Single'Layer'Group'III1Nitride'
Materials'via'Graphene'Encapsulated'Growth$that$was$
initiated$in$Fall$2015$to$investigate$graphene$
encapsulated$growth$of$monolayer$and$few$layer$films$
of$III@$V$semiconductors$is$proceeding,$with$several$
interesting$results.$This$process$uses$controlled$
intercalation$and$reaction$of$group$III$and$V$
precursors$within$the$interfacial$region$of$quasi@free$
standing$epitaxial$graphene$formed$on$SiC$to$form$
stable$ultrathin$III@V$films.$To$identify$the$most$stable$
structure$for$charge$compensation,$the$binding$energy$
of$the$2D$planar$and$buckled$structures$as$a$function$of$
layer$number$was$investigated$by$first@principles$investigations.$The$buckled$structure$exhibits$a$more$
negative$binding$energy$when$compared$to$the$planar$structure,$and$therefore$is$considered$the$
preferred$configuration$for$2D$nitrides,$regardless$of$the$number$of$layers.$Such$variations$in$atomic$
configuration$lead$to$significant$differences$in$the$electronic$structure.$Perhaps$most$immediately$notable$
in$freestanding$monolayer$2D$GaN$is$the$prominent$increase$in$the$gap$energy$compared$to$bulk$
wurMite$GaN$(3.42$eV)$due$to$quantum$confinement.$More$importantly,$we$find$that$the$planar$structure$
exhibits$an$indirect$gap$of$4.12$eV,$while$the$buckled$structure$maintains$a$direct$gap$of$5.28$eV.$This$is$a$
critical$difference$between$the$predicted$2D$GaN$layers$(direct$versus$indirect),$as$it$has$significant$
impact$on$the$realization$of$optoelectronic$devices.$These$results$demonstrate$that$the$direct@gap$buckled$
structure$is$the$most$thermodynamically$stable,$indicating$that$2D$GaN$(and$other$2D$nitrides$and$their$
alloys)$are$viable$candidates$for$tunable$optoelectronics.$

Seed Projects

Past Seeds

2D bilayer GaN forms in between graphene and SiC.
Buckling indicates that GaN retains direct bandgap.
Ga intercalates through wrinkles & defects in graphene, with low 
subsequent migration barrier. Redwing, Robinson

Zakaria Y. Al Balushi

Graphene stabilization of two-dimensional gallium nitride 

Partnership between MRSEC & PSU Institutes supports high-risk 
transformative research.

Highly competitive: 15–25 proposals, 2–4 winners. $50K or $125K 
overhead-free over 18 mo.

Seeds may redirect an existing IRG, initiate a new IRG, spin off, or fail.

Catalytic nanomotors, high-pressure CVD, nanowire assembly, and strain-
enabled multiferroics all began as Seeds.

Atomic$structure$of$GaN$layer$underneath$a$
graphene$capping$layer,$on$a$SiC$substrate.
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6.  Education and Human Resources  

The Center for Nanoscale Science continues to strengthen its role as a leader within Penn State 
for STEM education and outreach.  Improvements in diversity and retention and continued 
opportunities in professional development are a focal point of the Center’s role at Penn State. 
The Center leads and is responsible for a number of educational and outreach programs that 
would not otherwise occur, and also engages in and bolsters other partner-led programs with 
direct MRSEC involvement. Since outreach activities important promoting the professional 
development of graduate students, postdoctoral scholars and staff at Penn State, center 
members at Penn State are expected to contribute a minimum of 12 hours per year to outreach 
programs. The Center is also joined in many programs by former members and affiliates.  

A new MRSEC Outreach Team structure was recently implemented to provide more structured 
involvement of MRSEC graduate students in education and outreach programs. The five teams 
are each associated with a particular outreach program or style:  

• MRI Tour Guide Team: Provides educational programming for public and K-12 visitors 
to Penn State and gives tours of facilities used by MRSEC researchers 

• Public Outreach Team: Engages kids and adults in science activities and events  
• Teacher & Education Team: Participates in K-12 outreach efforts, including the annual 

Nanotechnology Workshop for Teachers 
• MRSEC Welcome Team: Welcomes and hosts MRSEC speakers, collaborators, and 

supports diversity-related partnerships with Sloan and Millennium Scholars at Penn 
State 

• Women in STEM Team: Organizes a Women in STEM Mixer event and takes part in 
other diversity initiatives  

The team structure allows students to focus on outreach activities that will benefit them 
personally and professionally and also promotes interaction between students from different 
IRGs. In addition to the team structure, a MRSEC Graduate Advisory Committee has been 
adopted to advise MRSEC leadership vis-à-vis outreach programming and professional 
development opportunities. As one initial initiative, starting in the Fall 2016 this Committee will 
manage the planning and hosting of every sixth MRSEC seminar, which will be specifically 
target the research and professional development needs of graduate students.   

Museum Show Partnership with the Franklin Institute 

The Franklin Institute (the leading science museum in Philadelphia) and the MRSEC have a 
long-standing partnership that has created five cart-based demonstration kits: Materials Matter 
(2003); Nano-Bio: Zoom in on Life! (2005); Small Wonders (2008); Hidden Power (2011); Pocket Tech 
(2013). The next museum kit project will be produced digitally via an interactive web app. Bids 
from web-design firms were solicited and the most compelling partner has been identified 
through close consultation between the MRSEC and the Franklin Institute.  

Public Outreach Events 

The Center for Nanoscale Science has continued to build on its longstanding tradition of public 
outreach during the current reporting period, as outlined below.  
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Nanotechnology Workshop for Teachers (May 2016): 19 Pennsylvania K-12 educators (1 upper 
elementary, 5 middle school, 12 high school, and 1 K-12 curriculum supervisor; 10 males, 9 
females) learned about materials science and nanotechnology in a one-day workshop.  
Activities included faculty and graduate student presentations, a tour of Penn State’s materials 
characterization and fabrication facilities, exploration of NISE Net activities with MRSEC 
graduate students, remote access and control of a scanning electron microscope, an inquiry-
based classroom-ready lesson, and information about post-secondary education and career 
opportunities in nano-related fields.   

Tours of the MSC: The Millennium Science Complex houses Penn State’s Materials Research 
Institute (MRI) and includes among other facilities a Nanofabrication Laboratory, Materials 
Characterization Laboratory, and the Materials 
Computation Center. Industry tours are coordinated by 
an industry liaison to Penn State, but many other student 
and educational groups also request tours of these 
facilities. MRI staff members are often unable to provide 
tours to such groups. Through part of its new MRSEC 
Outreach Team Structure, Center-affiliated graduate 
students have led numerous educational and public 
groups on tours through these facilities. Guiding tours 
provides MRSEC graduate students with professional development in science communication 
and public awareness. Ten MRSEC graduate students were recruited and trained to give tours 
(which include “What is Nano?” activities) of the facilities in the MSC. These students have 
given tours to nearly 300 individuals in the current reporting period.  

USA Science and Engineering Festival: (April 2016 ) In partnership with the Physics 
Department, five MRSEC graduate students and outreach staff attended the USA Science and 
Engineering Festival in Washington, D.C. as exhibitors. Several MRSEC demonstrations and 
activities were utilized as part of the exhibit, and hundreds of people were reached.  

K-12 Programs 

The Center targets K-12 audiences in STEM outreach through partnerships and relationships 
with local schools, teachers, administrators, and service organizations.  

Expanding Your Horizons – STEM Career Day for Young Women: (January 2016) MRSEC 
contributed to this partner-led event by providing 60 minute tours of Penn State’s Materials 
Research Institute at the Millennium Science Complex. In addition to introducing 
nanofabrication and characterization to participants, MRSEC organized and led a “Sense of 
Scale” kinesthetic activity to introduce the concept of macro, micro, and nano scales. In total, 
five MRSEC graduate students, along with MRSEC outreach staff, guided 48–50 girls through 
the MSC and an introduction to the nanoscale. 

State College Delta Program: (February 2016) Two MRSEC graduate students guided 20 high 
school students through MSC facilities and a “Nano and the World” activity.  
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Bellwood Antis Middle School 5th Graders: 
(April 2016) Five MRSEC graduate students 
guided 100 middle school students through the 
MSC facilities and a “Sense of Scale” kinesthetic 
activity.  

Nano & AP Biology Students: (April 2016) One 
MRSEC graduate student led 12 high school 
students through the MRI facilities.  

LifeLink PSU Group: (April 2016) One MRSEC 
graduate student led 9 special needs students 
through the MSC and a “Sense of Scale” 
kinesthetic activity.  

 

Research Experiences for Undergraduates and Teachers 

Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU): Research Experiences for Undergraduates 

(REU): The Center (DMR-1420620) worked alongside the Physics Department to recruit 34 

participants for the Interdisciplinary Materials and Materials Physics REU program, which is 

currently underway. Of these, 9 are currently funded directly through the Center (including 2 

Millennium Scholars from Penn State), 12 are funded via the REU site grant, one is partially 

supported by the site grant and MRSEC, two are supported by the NCCU-MRSEC PREM, and 

two are supported by the CSULA-MRSEC PREM, and the remaining 8 are supported from other 

sources. Four graduate students (2 each from the CSULA-MRSEC and NCCU-MRSEC PREMs) 

are also participating in the REU program. The 9 directly funded and 1 partially funded 

(denoted by π superscript) MRSEC REU students are: 

REU Student College/University Faculty Mentor 

Brian Carvajal Penn State University Nitin Samarth 

Abdoulae Diallo Penn State University Joshua Robinson 

Sarah Featherstone Kansas State University Venkat Gopalan 

Aleaha Schenck North Carolina Central University Mauricio Terrones 

Maggie Kingsland University of South Florida Venkat Gopalan 

Louis Kirkley University of Texas at Austin Suzanne Mohney 

Figure 1. Special needs students from the LifeLink 
organization learn about nanofabrication at the 
Millennium Science Complex.  
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MRSEC faculty also serve as mentors for 16 of the 24 remaining participants: 

Faculty Member Student College/University 

Nitin Samarth Sarah Abdei Barnard College 

Christine Keating/Ray Schaak Kleyser Agueda Lopez North Carolina Central University 

Kristen Fichthorn Bria Andrews Hampton University 

Roman Engel-Herbert Eddy Arriaga North Carolina Central University 

John Badding Natalia Cartagena Gonzalez University of Puerto Rico Cayey 

Chris Geibink Keith Coasey Millersville 

Roman Engel-Herbert Thomas Farinha Lehigh University 

Susan McKinstry Michelle Lieu Siena College 

Tom Mallouk Anthony Lopez de Santa Ana California State University, Los Angeles 

Eric Hudson Samantha McGuigan Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania 

Moses Chan Albert Nazeeri Penn State University 

Jun Zhu Cesar Nieves-Sanabria University of Puerto Rico Humacao 

Christine Keating/Ray Schaak Mizrain Ramirez North Carolina Central University 

Paul Cremer Adriana Santiago Ruiz University of Puerto Rico Cayey 

Eric Hudson Conner Shoop Penn State University 

Vin Crespi Brian Vermilyea McGill University 

 

Students participating in the REU program are currently engaged in cutting-edge materials 

science research, with access to state-of- the-art facilities and exposure to interdisciplinary 

collaboration at Penn State. They attend weekly professional development opportunities, 

including diversity awareness, science communication presentations, and research seminars. 

Future activities include more professional development and research seminars, a trip to the 

Byron Lara California State University, Los Angeles Venkat Gopolan 

Sina Lewisπ The Ohio State University Ismaila Dabo 

Eric Mulero University of Puerto Rico Mayaguez Campus Mauricio Terrones 

Bo Truong California State University, Los Angeles  Susan McKinstry 
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Franklin Institute, outreach activities at Arts Fest, and a End-of Summer research symposium 

with other REU programs on campus.  

Interdisciplinary Research Experience for Teachers Program (RET): The Center worked in 
partnership with the Department of Physics, a National Science Foundation Division of 
Materials Research-designated RET site (DMR-1062691), to recruit eight teachers for the 2016 
RET program. MRSEC support thus far has included coordination of the program, faculty 
advisor participation, and funding for program materials.  

The six-week RET program aims to provide participating STEM teachers with direct experience 
conducting materials science and nanotechnology research under the supervision of a faculty 
mentor, and to incorporate elements of materials science and nanotechnology into their 
curricula.  

Of the eight teachers accepted for the 2016 RET program, 1 is directly funded through the 
MRSEC, 3 are funded through the REU site grant, and 3 are funded on supplementary NSF 
grants from Center faculty. Seven of the eight teachers for 2016 are funded by MRSEC faculty: 

      Teacher                   School                     Faculty Mentor                 

Cheri McNeely Garner Middle School (Texas) Nasim Alem 

Maria Kuba Bald Eagle Area Middle/High 
School 

John Badding/Tom Mallouk 

Lillian Eason Moshannon Valley High School Ayusman Sen/Tom Mallouk 

Christine Scanlon Wooster School (Connecticut) Paul Cremer 

Kristen Gormley Tyrone Area Middle School Christine Keating 

Mark Yeckley Glendale School District Christine Keating 

Martha Dombroski St. Rose of Lima School Christine Keating 

 

Evaluation & Assessment 

All MRSEC programs undergo evaluation and assessment. Methods for assessment include 
participant and volunteer surveys, team-based inquiry, formal and informal interviews. 
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Additional Summer and Fall programs taking place in later 2016 will be described in the next 
annual report. 
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Postdoctoral Mentoring Plan

7. Postdoctoral Mentoring Plan 

The MRSEC hosts postdoctoral researchers in two distinct types of positions: research-focussed 
postdoctoral fellows and also education/outreach postdoctoral officers. These two positions have 
a distinct character, but share many common mentoring goals. We begin by describing the ele-
ments in common to both types, and then describe the elements that are unique to each.  
Each postdoctoral fellow, working in conjunction with appropriate lead faculty members (faculty 
research mentors or the Associate Director in charge of outreach), is expected to develop an In-
dividual Development Plan (IDP). The IDP outlines long-term career goals and short-term objec-
tives, identifies areas for specialized training, and facilitates effective communication of expecta-
tions between postdoc and mentors. The mentors provide the postdoctoral fellow with counseling 
tailored to his/her career goals in academia, industry or government. These plans are based on 
published best practices as presented in the National Postdoctoral Society mentoring toolkit. De-
pending on their interests and goals, the postdoctoral scholar is offered training opportunities 
ranging from research training to formal workshops, seminars, informal mentoring, opportunities 
to supervise more junior researchers, research presentations. Key components of a mentoring 
plan include: 

• Introduction to the local environment and campus-wide resources available to support their 
research, teaching, outreach and professional development. 

• Participation in the Scholarship and Research Integrity program at Penn State to provide 
comprehensive training in the responsible conduct of research.  

• Participating in a brown-bag lunch series (sponsored by the Penn State Postdoctoral Society) 
where speakers discuss leadership, professional ethics, work-life balance, conflict resolution, 
career paths in and outside of academia, entrepreneurship, applying for positions and negoti-
ating start-up packages.  

• Presentations in MRSEC seminars to develop communication and presentation skills. 
• Guidance with regards to a journal club organized by the Penn State Graduate School to pro-

vide guidance on writing scholarly publications. 
• Travel to at least one professional conference each year to present the results of research, de-

velop professional relationships and network with colleagues. 
• Networking with leaders in academia and industry by meeting with them during campus vis-

its and at professional meetings. 
• Attending seminars and workshops on how to identify funding opportunities and write com-

petitive grant proposals that are offered by the Office of Postdoctoral Studies. Involvement in 
MRSEC-oriented proposal preparations at the Seed level and also related proposals (PREM, 
REU, etc.) 

• Participating in seminars on improving teaching effectiveness offered by the Schreyer Insti-
tute for Teaching Excellence. Examples include “Understanding and Engaging Today’s Uni-
versity Student” and “The Future of Textbooks in the Digital Age.” Postdoctoral scholars 
who intend to pursue academic positions are encouraged to teach at least one undergraduate 
course in their academic discipline during their time in the Center, and to obtain formal eval-
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Postdoctoral Mentoring Plan

uations from their students. This is a particular focus for the postdoctoral education/outreach 
officers (as described below) but the opportunity is available to all.  

In addition, research-focussed postdoctoral fellows participate in regular IRG-level and smaller-
scale research meetings to present and discuss results, brainstorm future directions, and plan pub-
lications. Research postdocs are intended to act as “glue” within an IRG, interacting across indi-
vidual research groups and thereby obtaining broad, interdisciplinary perspective and capabili-
ties. Through the sharing of problem solving strategies, the postdoctoral researchers gain experi-
ence in making sensible short and long term decisions to get the most out of a research project, 
including the unique considerations behind successfully managing synthesis/experiment/theory 
projects. Since all post-docs come with different skill set, strengths and weaknesses, career plan 
and personality, it is necessary to tailor a mentoring plan to best fit each individual, with particu-
lar focus on communication skills, specific research expertise, academic versus industrial versus 
teaching goals, etc. The MRSEC has had good success in the next stages in postdocs’ career 
paths; for example, out of a set of 21 postdocs from the past award period across a wide range of 
research topics, twelve obtained faculty positions, eight are currently working as research scien-
tists or administrators in universities, national laboratories and private industry, one is teaching 
high school and one is a post-doc in a national lab. The most recent postdoctoral researchers have 
encountered comparable success to this cohort. Our most recent Education and Outreach postdoc 
recently secured an academic teaching position in the current reporting period.  
Education/outreach postdoctoral fellows typically have a distinct set of career goals, and our 
mentoring plan reflects these so that each postdoc can develop a compelling, balanced portfolio 
of experiences and accomplishments that cover the range of capabilities – teaching, grant writ-
ing, outreach, and research. To ensure that adequate mentoring is provided in in teaching, we tar-
get co-teaching environments, either as one lecture section in a multi-track introductory course or 
as one of two instructors co-teaching an upper-level undergraduate course. Further mentoring is 
provided in the joint preparation of grant proposals: one prior outreach postdoc successfully ob-
tained an NSF Discovery Corp fellowship; another led the effort to prepare and submit a success-
ful REU site proposal. Future opportunities along these lines may include the PREM, I-Corps, 
REU (renewal) programs and other venues. We also provide opportunities for education/outreach 
postdocs to maintain a research arm to their activities, hosted in a MRSEC lab. In this manner, 
they can build a compelling CV that demonstrates success in teaching, securing grant resources, 
publishing, and a portfolio of outreach efforts that span from museum/academia partnerships to 
designing curricula for summer camps, working with high school teachers, etc. In addition, all 
postdocs are encouraged and supported to attend disciplinary and professional development con-
ferences and workshops. As a measure of success, four recent education/outreach postdocs have 
secured permanent teaching positions, and our prior instructor-level education/outreach manager 
is now an associate dean. We have developed a mentoring plan for the current Education/Out-
reach postdoctoral fellow (Sydney Chamberlain) that includes continued research activities, op-
portunity to co-teach an interactive hands-on undergraduate physics course (starting in the Fall), 
and deep engagement in MRSEC educational activities in close collaboration with experienced 
MRSEC staff and faculty. Sydney will also be obtaining grant writing experience on an upcom-
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ing MRSEC supplement request. This mentoring is the primary responsibility of the Associate 
Director for Outreach, but other faculty participate as well as appropriate. 
This mentoring program is assessed by discussion and feedback on each IDP as well as by the 
success in achieving career goals both during and following the postdoctoral fellowship. The 
Center Director consults on an annual basis with the primary faculty mentors of each postdoc to 
monitor career progress and ensure that each postdoctoral fellow has a comprehensively support-
ive environment for career development. Examples of recent outcomes from these meetings in-
clude opportunity to develop new experimental skills through collaboration, guided experience in 
proposal writing, additional opportunities to present at conferences, and combined collaborative 
opportunities in both first-principles theory and experiment. 
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8. Center Diversity – Progress and Plans 

Diversity Strategy Overview:  The Center works to recruit and engage underrepresented 
individuals in all its activities and programs, and to diversify its programs to include initiatives 
that target groups of different academic levels. Additionally, the Center strives to build and 
foster partnerships that collectively produce greater results and reach stronger target audiences 
than could be achieved otherwise. Center staff and faculty continue to strengthen bridges 
between the MRSEC and other multicultural and diversity-oriented programs at Penn State.  

Current Status and Progress of Center Participation:  The following tables summarize the 
current status of diversity engagement efforts in research activities.  
 

 

Table 1:  Summary participants from October 2015-June 2016 by category of Women and Underrepresented 
Minorities (URM)  

Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU): A diverse group of students was recruited for 
Penn State’s Interdisciplinary Materials & Physics REU.  Of the 34 total participants, 22 were 
funded by NSF via the MRSEC (10 students) + REU (12 students) site grant (DMR 1460920).  
These NSF funded students included 12 (5+7) women and 11 (4+7) URM individuals.  

Partnerships for Research & Education in Materials (PREM): The Center continues to integrate 
PREM partner institutions, North Carolina Central University (NCCU) and California State 
University, Los Angeles (CSULA), in its research and education efforts. For the summer of 2016, 
4 undergraduate students from NCCU and 3 undergraduate students from CSULA will 
participate in the REU program. In addition, 2 masters students from NCCU and 2 masters 
students from CSULA will participate in the REU program. PREM researchers have already 
begun to use MRSEC-supported facilities in their research. The Center sees the PREM 
partnerships as a key recruitment and career development pipeline to assist in meeting 
diversity goals, both for the MRSEC and the research community at large. 

In addition to participation in summer research programs, the Center is working to foster 
relationships with PREM students through a “Penn Pal” peer-mentoring program. 
Undergraduate researchers from NCCU and CSULA have been matched with upper-class 

MRSEC Participants 
October 2015-June 

2016 

 
Total 

Women 
Underrepresented 

Minorities  
(URM) 

Faculty 46 10 (22%) 3 (7%) 

Postdocs 6 1 (17%) 0 

Graduate Students 45 13 (28%) 4 (8%) 

REU 
(Undergraduates) 10 5 (50%) 4 (40%) 

RET 8 6 (75%) 0 
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Millennium Science Scholars and MRSEC graduate students at Penn State, and these pairs will 
meet regularly throughout the summer. At the end of the summer, the pair will choose a 
professional conference to attend together. 

PREM partnerships with the Center continue to grow in other ways as well. MRSEC faculty 
members and staff will attend a PREM retreat in July 2016 at CSULA, giving an overview 
presentation of MRSEC research and participating in discussion and review of the PREM 
program, including advice towards the launch of a new degree program as CSULA.  
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9. Knowledge Transfer to Industry and Other Sectors 

The faculty of the Penn State MRSEC are engaged in a broad spectrum of activities with scien-
tists and engineers in corporate and government laboratories within the U.S. These interactions 
include research collaborations, presentations at workshops and conferences, patents and soft-
ware. The MRSEC hosts visiting scientists and plays a key role in the overall industrial/technol-
ogy transfer infrastructure of the University. One important vehicle for collaboration with indus-
try is the MRSEC’s Industrial Affiliates Program, now in its eighth year. Under this program, in-
dustrial sponsors become affiliate members of the Center by executing a sponsored research 
projects agreement and making a commitment to support sponsor MRSEC research at a mini-
mum level of $25,000 annually, representing approximately half the cost of a graduate student 
researcher. Matching support for the student is provided by the Center. Students and faculty men-
tors serve as Center liaisons to each affiliate member, while working on a research project of mu-
tual interest. Ongoing communication between the affiliate member, the students and supervising 
faculty members are expected.  Scientists and engineers representing affiliate members may co-
direct student thesis research, and Center students also serve in internships with affiliate mem-
bers. The Center also provides fellowships for scientists and engineers representing affiliate 
members.  

Specific industrial interactions during the current reporting period include ongoing interactions 
in IRG2 on developing and commercializing products related to acoustic motors and acoustic 
tweezers with Ascent Bio-Nano Technologies, Johnson & Johnson, Pfizer, Millipore, Druker Di-
agnostics, Zimmer-BioMET, Malvent Instruments, and Genefluidics. A relationship with Hal-
liburton has been initiated on pseudomorphic mineral replacement reactions in georeservoir ma-
terials, by “chemical-mechanical fracking.” In addition, a provisional patent on a  “Mobile de-
vice for measuring zeta potentials”, with partial MRSEC support has been submitted. IRG1 
member Trolier-McKinstry co-directs the NSF-funded Center for Dielectrics and Piezoelectrics, 
which has 23 member companies. IRG1 (Engel-Herbert) has also received industry funding from 
Murata on Monolithic integration of a single crystal all-oxide MIM structure with silicon and 
from Konica Minolta to continue work on correlated metal as transparent conductor.  IRG4 is 
developing a collaboration with Intel on new assembly approaches that feed into the IRG thrust 
on electronic properties and will be used to produce arrays of VO2 particles for coupling mea-
surements. In addition, MRSEC students participated in the PPG Elevator Pitch Training and 
Competition, including both the training session and the actual pitch presentations, including two 
students from IRG2 and also additional students. In addition, two MRSEC students gave poster 
presentations to the Industry Advisory Board of the ATOMIC IUCRC. Several on-going industri-
al interactions, as outlined in the prior year report, also continue.  
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10. International Activities 

The Penn State MRSEC has a substantial international component to its research and outreach 
program. IRG2’s work on  ultrasonically powered motors is proceeding in part through interac-
tions with collaborators in France and Dundee, with additional theory connections to the UK, and 
new interactions with Asia as outlined below. The research program in IRG3 benefits from a 
deep and long-term relationship with the University of Southampton. Seed efforts in topological 
systems have strong connections to China, particularly since several MRSEC alumni have taken 
up permanent positions there. IRG1 also has several important relationships with international 
collaborators.   

IRG2 is hosting a visiting professor, Shengyuan Deng, from the School of Environmental and 
Biological Engineering at the Nanjing University of Science and Technology in China for two 
years. Deng's research focuses on biomedical sensing, especially the porphyrin-based (photo) 
electrochemical and chemiluminescent assay strategies of biomolecules. Deng has started 
nanomotors projects probing molecular chemotaxis using microfluidic devices and epifluores-
cent imaging. One potential application of this work could be the creation of a more biocompati-
ble drug delivery system using phospholipid vesicles in a chemotaxis-inducing gradient, such as 
a solute or temperature gradient. By bringing together scientists with diverse backgrounds, such 
interdisciplinary and international collaborations in our lab would not only illuminate and ad-
vance research in photodynamic therapy and targeted vectors for drug delivery, but also assist in 
the development of the detailed mechanism of chemotaxis and thermotaxis. IRG2 has also re-
cently hosted visits from the IRG’s international research collaborators Mauricio Hoyos, Wei 
Wang, Sandy Cochran, and Ramin Golestanian. In addition, IRG1 collaborates with Nicola 
Spaldin (ETH); Javier Junquera (U. Cantabria) and J.F.Scott (St Andrews), has established a col-
laboration with a surface analysis group at the University of Jena to measure the work function 
of SrVO3 and CaVO3, and has interactions with Murata and Konica Minolta  in Japan. The MR-
SEC also continues to collaborate with Professor Mingliang Tian of the High Magnetic Field 
Laboratory of China. Trollier-McKinstry in IRG1 gave 22 lectures around the world as part of 
the IEEE Distinguished lecture series.  
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11. Shared Experimental and Computational Facilities  
The MRSEC is closely integrated with the facilities of the Penn State Materials Research 
Institute (MRI), which include the Penn State Nanofab, the Materials Characterization 
Laboratory (MCL) and Materials Simulation Center (MSC). This integration and coordination 
ensure that MRSEC’s investments in fabrication, characterization and computation have 
maximal institutional impact.  The MRSEC works closely with the management of the MCL 
particularly as regards the MFRN effort and in the acquisition of major new equipment. The 
synergistic relationship among the MRSEC and these three user facilities also ensures that the 
strategic directions and investments of the core facilities are mutually beneficial and beneficial to 
the MRSEC research and educational missions. The MRSEC Central Facility Laboratory (CFL) 
dovetails with the MRI facilities, providing specialized instrumentation that primarily serves the 
research needs of the Center.  All three user facilities are not only integral to the MRSEC 
research programs, but are also integrated into the MRSEC Summer REU/RET, the Materials 
Research Facilities Network, as well as other outreach programs that serve middle school girls, 
teacher workshops, and at-risk youth. 

Both the Nanofab and MCL are cost recoverable user facilities with rates defined on the basis of 
maintenance, repair and staffing in accordance with federal cost-accounting procedures and are 
reviewed annually by the Office of the Corporate Controller.  Both facilities are operated by 
professional full-time staff, who coordinate numerous educational and training activities which 
are highly integrated into formal courses offered by Penn State faculty. Beyond providing 
administrative leadership, MRSEC investigators play key roles in transferring cutting-edge 
research techniques to these widely accessible user facilities.  MRSEC faculty provide input into 
strategic planning for the fabrication and characterization facilities through faculty steering 
committees and focus groups centered around specific types of instrumentation or processes (e.g. 
optical spectroscopy, lithography, electron microscopy). 

The MRSEC also helps to support the Materials Computation Center (MCC), a University-wide 
facility providing education, support and research activities to help users incorporate simulation 
into their research programs, through contributions towards computational hardware. The MCC 
sponsors short courses and workshops on simulation/modeling software on a regular basis. The 
MCC also hosts user group meetings organized around particular types of simulation, including, 
the Density Functional Theory User Group. 

The MRSEC Central Facilities Laboratory (CFL) is comprised of several laboratories that 
contain instruments for advanced electrical and optical characterization and sample preparation.  
The low-temperature characterization facility is a unique user facility in the MRSEC network 
and houses a physical properties measurement system (PPMS) that allows for electrical transport 
and heat capacity measurements from 400 K down to 50 mK and under fields as high as 9 T, a 
3He-4He dilution refrigerator (12 mK to 400K, up to 9T), and a micromanipulated probe station 
(4-450 K; up to 3T). CFL facilities are available to other internal and external users, and are 
managed by the MRSEC. The Executive Committee reviews the CFL operating policies and 
budget on a regular basis.  
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The MRSEC Executive Committee reviews and prioritizes equipment requests from the IRGs on 
an ongoing basis. Recent MRSEC equipment acquisitions include a contribution towards a 
shared closed-cycle probe station, with the Center contribution enabling cryogenic operation 
under magnetic field. This instrument meets a critical need of the materials research community 
and will be available within the support structure of the Materials Characterization Lab with 
broad access and professional support. A modest MRSEC contribution also facilitated acquisition 
of an electrochemical sample holder for the Titan3 microscope, also in shared facilities. In 
addition, the MRSEC has very recently acquired additional computational resources to refresh 
the resources acquired in the prior renewal period, making these accessible to researchers in the 
four IRGS. These computational resources are housed and maintained professionally by ICS-
ACI personnel at Penn State. In addition, the MRSEC is investigating pursuit of an X-SEDE 
allocation shared by key MRSEC personnel, with a request for initial allocation anticipated in 
year three. The Center is also beginning to contribute modestly towards salary support of 
personnel central to support and utilization of the new Titan microscope. 

The MRSEC partners with the Materials Research Institute to deliver the MRFN Faculty 
Fellowship Program summer program. This program is targeted towards establishing 
relationships between the MRFN and faculty from Primarily Undergraduate Institutions.  The 
program bolsters faculty research programs by providing the resources necessary to utilize 
advanced materials characterization facilities at Penn State. Fellows for Summer 2016 have been 
identified, and are as follows:  

Hellegren,	  Niklas Messiah	  College Characteriza5on	  of	  CNx	  materials

Noble,	  Alison Mesiah	  College
Characteriza5on	  of	  ZnSe	  Surfaces	  Suppor5ng	  
Func5onalized	  Self-‐Assembled	  Monolayers

Plass,	  Kate
Franklin	  &	  Marshall	  
College

Effect	  of	  phase	  on	  ca5on	  exchange	  of	  copper	  sulfide	  
nanomaterials	  /	  Use	  of	  supramolecular	  synthons	  to	  
direct	  self-‐assembly	  of	  nanopar5cles

Schwarz,	  Casey Ursinus	  College

Processing	  and	  proper5es	  of	  novel	  spin-‐coated	  
chalcogenide	  films	  as	  a	  route	  to	  func5onal	  nanoscale	  
devices	  

St	  Angelo,	  Sarah Dickinson	  College
HR-‐TEM	  imagin	  and	  composi5onal	  analysis	  for	  
sub-‐5nm	  Cu	  nanopar5cles

Thompson,	  Luke GeSysburg	  College Plasmonic	  nanopar5cles

Tzolov,	  Marian Lock	  Haven	  University FT-‐	  photocurrent	  spectroscopy	  of	  polymer	  solar	  cells
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12. Administration and Management 
The organizational structure of the Center is outlined in the chart at right. Daily operations are 
managed by the Director, Vincent Crespi, who reports directly to the Senior Vice President for 
Research, Neil Sharkey. Cen-
ter policy is developed by 
consultation of the full mem-
bership and is implemented 
by its Executive Committee. 
The committee currently con-
sists of the Director Crespi, 
the Associate Directors Mal-
louk and Gopalan, the IRG 
leaders (Gopalan, Sen, 
Badding and Keating), the 
Penn State Materials Re-
search Institute (MRI) Direc-
tor Clive Randall, Outreach 
Director Dreyer, Mohney, Central Facility Lab director Chan, and ARL representative Donnellan. 
Mallouk oversees the outreach portfolio. The Executive Committee is well connected to Univer-
sity administration in materials research through Randall and Trolier-McKinstry (who is also co-
Director of the Penn State Nanofabrication Facility and also a member of the executive commit-
tee), and nearly all members of the Executive Committee are also active in the research and/or 
outreach activities of the Center. Mallouk and Crespi also serve on the MRI advisory board, fur-
ther connecting the leadership of the Center and MRI. The Executive Committee meets approxi-
mately bimonthly, typically after the weekly MRSEC Seminar (or sometimes electronically). 
While the scientific direction of the Center grows in a “bottom up” way by soliciting the most 
compelling research ideas from the full membership, the Executive Committee plays an impor-
tant role in coordinating the review of new proposals and existing projects and ensuring that the 
research portfolio undergoes continual renewal. The Executive Committee is also charged with 
deciding resource allocation for facilities, coordinating the response of the Center to new initia-
tives from NSF and within the University, and guiding major initiatives in industrial outreach, 
educational outreach and international programs. During the ramp-up of the two new IRGs, the 
MRSEC Director is engaging with IRG leaders Badding and Keating on a regular basis to moni-
tor the initiation of these efforts and to anticipate any emergent needs. 

The full membership of the MRSEC meets weekly on Mondays at the MRSEC Seminar.  These 
well-attended lunch seminars are a regular forum for reviewing scientific progress, introducing 
new ideas and new members, advertising outreach opportunities, performing career development 
activities with students and postdocs, and forming collaborations with visitors.  They are also a 
natural place to communicate issues that are discussed in the Executive Committee with the 
members of the Center. In addition to these seminars, the students, postdocs and faculty in each 
IRG meet approximately bi-weekly to discuss their current research progress and challenges in 

Center Organization
VP for ResearchAdvisory Board

MRSEC Center for 
Nanoscale Science


(43 Faculty + Collaborators)

IRG2: Powered 
Motion at the 

Nanoscale

Sen

IRG3: High-Pressure 
Enabled Electronic 

Metalattices

Badding

IRG4: Multicomponent 
Assemblies for Collective 

Function

Keating

Nanofabrication Laboratory

Trolier-McKinstry

Materials 
Characterization Lab

Materials 
Simulation Center

MRI

Randall

~250 members

IRG1: Designing 
Functionality into Layered 

Ferroics

Gopalan

Educational Outreach

Mallouk, Dreyer

Industrial Outreach

Randall, Fecko

Diversity Committee

Chair: Crespi

Executive Committee

Director: Crespi


Assoc. Directors: Mallouk, Gopalan

MRSEC Central Facilities Lab

Science EMS Engineering

Central Facilities

Chan/Zhu

Appl. Res. Lab

Donnellan

Executive committee includes Director, IRG leaders, Carlo Pantano (MRI director), Kristin Dreyer (Edu), 
David Fecko (Industry), Tom Donnellan (ARL), Suzanne Mohney, Moses Chan, and Susan Trolier-
McKinstry (at large).
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more detail. Usually, at least one member of the Executive Committee is engaged in the research  
project and is present at those meetings. 

The Center has a strong commitment to diversity, and successfully includes women at all levels. 
The MRSEC Diversity Committee, which includes the directors of diversity-focused initiatives 
in several Colleges, helps to coordinate recruitment at campus-wide. Members of the Diversity 
Committee include Eric Hudson (Chair), Mallouk (Associate Director), Ron Redwing, Sydney 
Chamberlain (Educational Outreach Coordinator), Kristin Dreyer (Educational Outreach Manag-
er), Hank McCoullum (Diversity Coordinator for the Eberly College of Science), Catherine 
Lyons (Associate Dean of Educational Equity for the College of Earth and Mineral 
Sciences), Mary Beth Williams (Graduate Admissions chair, Department of Chemistry), and Joan 
Redwing (MRSEC faculty and Graduate Admissions chair, Department of Material Science and 
Engineering). The diversity committee is now placing particular focus on the launching of the 
two new PREM partnerships and the growth of the Millennium Scholar program. 

The External Advisory Committee comprehensively reviews our programs and provides a vital 
mechanism of frank, critical, external feedback. The Committee is composed of experts in target 
areas (all IRGs, Educational Outreach, Industrial Outreach). Current membership includes John 
Brady (Caltech), Frank DiSalvo (Cornell), Vladimir Shalaev (Purdue), Orlin Velev (NC State), 
and Dragan Damjanovic (EPFL). Since the NSF second year review is happening fairly early in 
the second year, the next visit of the EAC will be scheduled to occur in year 3. In addition, the 
MRSEC has recently instituted a Graduate Student Advisory Committee with membership 
from each IRG as a channel to solicit advice and observations from the graduate student popula-
tion towards Center goals and procedures across the full spectrum of activities.  

The Executive Committee oversees the IRGs and Seed projects of the Center, and through a 
competitive review process decides on how support will be allocated.  Resources for research 
are allocated in a manner that is intended to maximize innovation, productivity, and collabora-
tion. Within IRGs, funds are not distributed to individual faculty, but instead support students 
and postdocs who work on multi-investigator projects. This organizational scheme is reflected in 
the internal accounting in that cost centers are not allocated to individual faculty, but instead to 
IRGs as a whole with centralized appointment of students. A similar policy is applied to projects 
within IRGs and Seed projects: in a sense, every project in the MRSEC is a Seed.  Students are 
often jointly advised by faculty. Postdocs, who typically number 1 or 2 per IRG, are expected to 
play a broader collaborative role than graduate students, acting as a scientific “glue” across an 
IRG. Faculty (with the exception of the Director and Associate Directors) receive no salary sup-
port from the Center, although some are granted release time by their Departments.  Faculty who 
are not the official thesis advisors of students on a particular project typically collaborate and of-
ten co-advise them. The regular IRG meetings (and smaller ad hoc meetings of individual 
projects) promote these kinds of interactions. When projects are phased out of the MRSEC, care 
is taken to minimize the impact on the students involved to facilitate optimal career develop-
ment. Because this system does not allocate funds to any particular faculty member, there is rela-
tively little inertia to impede the inclusion of new faculty or the support of particularly promising 
new ideas in the IRGs. This flexibility has helped the IRGs change their course in response to 
new findings and challenges – historically, several IRGs have entirely renewed their research 
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agenda via incorporation of especially successful Seed projects, for example. Many of the faculty 
are members of more than one IRG, and this confers synergy to the research projects. The Center 
is currently in the middle of a project review cycle, with results to be implemented in Fall 2016. 
This will provide an opportunities to adjust strategic priorities. It is anticipated that Seed efforts 
will factor into an redirections of IRGS that result from the project review. 

The Center has a collaborative role with three Institutes at Penn State (MRI, the Huck Institutes 
for the Life Sciences, and the Penn State Institutes for Energy and the Environment) in reviewing 
and supporting Seed Projects.  The Institute directors (Carlo Pantano, Peter Hudson, and Tom 
Richard, respectively) participate in the review process, and the Institutes co-fund appropriate 
projects of mutual interest and high intellectual merit.  The Executive Committee and Institute 
directors provide written reviews and if necessary meet as a panel to select projects for support. 
This is a win-win arrangement for the Institutes and the Center. The Center is able to leverage 
substantial additional support for new projects and obtain review input from outside experts. The 
Institutes benefit from the broad competitive proposal solicitation and review, which historically 
has attracted 15 to 20 collaborative proposals from the Penn State materials research community. 
Projects selected in this process have generally been very successful, either as future IRG 
projects or as the beginning of multi-investigator collaborations that later become independently 
funded as a group collaboration. With the launch of the Materials Innovation Platform the Two-
Dimensional Crystal Consortium at Penn State, the Center is engaged in defining a productive 
and synergistic relationship between these two NSF efforts, in consultation with relevant NSF 
personnel. The membership of Crespi in the governance of both the MRSEC and the MIP is fa-
cilitating this process. 

Educational outreach is a strong unifying theme in the Center. Participation is expected of all 
Penn State students and postdocs and is encouraged from all faculty and funded collaborators at 
partner institutions. Our educational activities are overseen by Associate Director Tom Mallouk. 
Kristin Dreyer is Outreach Director. Postdoctoral fellow Sydney Chamberlain is an educational 
outreach coordinator in the Center, currently specializing in the RET/REU program. Kristin 
Dreyer is the administrative point of contact for our collaborations with the Franklin Institute.  
With two new PREM partnerships launching in the past year, additional management effort is 
being directed towards their successful launch, especially the summer programs and continua-
tions during the upcoming academic year, including relationship building, development of ongo-
ing research collaborations, and participation in an advisory role on institutional capability build-
ing at each partner institution. 

Industrial outreach, including workshops, personnel exchange, and joint support of students is 
overseen by Randall, together with David Fecko, who oversees industrial outreach within the 
Materials Research Institute and reports directly to Randall. Fecko was added to the Executive 
Committee in 2015. 

Center operations, including budgets, subcontracts, reports, site visits, seminars, website mainte-
nance, and appointment of personnel are managed by full-time administrative staff, Denise Pat-
ton. Financial reports and budgets are coordinated with the Grants Office in the Eberly College 
of Science and with the University Office of Sponsored Programs.  
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13. Ph.d Students who graduated 

Feng Guo, Ph.d received in Engineering Science and Mechanics and is working as a 
postdoc with his graduate advisor.  

Matthew Jerry went to Notre Dame with his advisor to finish his Ph.d 

David Kirby, Ph.d received in Chemistry, is working as a faculty member at Notre 
Dame College in Euclid, OH. 

Lan Lin, Ph.d received in Electrical Engineering and is working at Intel. 

*Arnab Sen Gupta received a Ph.d in MATSE and is working as a postdoc at Penn State. 

*Brian VanLeewen received a Ph.d in MATSE and is working a 2 Sigma 

Flory Wong, Ph.d received July 2016, is currently working at Intel.  

Fei Xue, Ph.d received in MATSE and is working as a postdoc with his graduate 
advisor.  
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14. Publications and Patents 

IRG 1 

a. Primary 

M. E. Strayer, A. Sen Gupta, H. Akamatsu, S. Lei, N. A. Benedek, V. Gopalan, and T. E. 
Mallouk, "Emergent non-centrosymmetry and piezoelectricity driven by oxygen 
octahedral rotations in n = 2 Dion-Jacobson phase layer perovskites," Advanced 
Functional Materials, 26, 1930-1937, (2016) 10.1002/adfm.201504046  
 
S.W. Kim, Z. Deng, M-R. Li, M. Croft, A. Sen Gupta, H. Akamatsu, V. Gopalan, M. 
Greenblatt, “PbMn(IV)TeO6: A new noncentrosymmetric layered honeycomb magnetic 
oxide,” Inorganic Chemistry, 55 (3), pp 1333–1338, 
(2016) DOI: 10.1021/acs.inorgchem.5b02677.  
 
A. Sen Gupta, H. Akamatsu, M. E. Strayer, S. Lei, T. Kuge, K. Fujita, C. dela Cruz, A. 
Togo, I. Tanaka, K. Tanaka, T. E. Mallouk, and V. Gopalan, "Improper inversion 
symmetry breaking and piezoelectricity through oxygen octahedral rotations in layered 
perovskite family, LiRTiO4 (R= rare earths)," Advanced Electronic Materials, 2, 1500196 
(2016) DOI: 10.1002/aelm.201500196  
 
D. Yi, J. Liu,  S.L. Hsu, L. Zhang, Y. Choi, J.W. Kim, Z. Chen, J. Clarkson, C. R. Serrao, , 
E. Arenholz, P. J. Ryan, H. Xu, R.J. Birgeneau and R. Ramesh, “Atomic-scale control of 
magnetic anisotropy via novel spin-orbit coupling effect in La2/3Sr1/3MnO3/SrIrO3 
superlattices”, PNAS, 113, 6397-6402, (2016). DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1524689113  
 
X-Z. Lu, J. M. Rondinelli, “Epitaxial-strain-induced polar-to-nonpolar transitions in 
layered oxides,” Nature Materials (2016) doi:10.1038/nmat4664 
 
V. Gopalan and R. Engel-Herbert, Creative tension in layered crystals, Nature Materials 
(2016) doi:10.1038/nmat4662 “news and views” do not allow grant numbers. 

F. Xue, Y. J. Gu, L. Y. Liang, Y. Wang, and L. Q. Chen, Orientations of Low-Energy 
Domain Walls in Perovskites with Oxygen Octahedral Tilts. Physical Review B,  90 
(22)220101. (2014)  



B. K. VanLeeuwen, P. V. De Jesus, D. B. Litvin, and V. Gopalan, “Affine and Euclidean 
normalizers of the subperiodic groups,” Acta Cryst. A, 71, 150-160. doi: 
10.1107/S2053273314024395 (2015)   

M-R. Li, M. Croft, P. W. Stephens, M. Ye, D. Vanderbilt, M. Retuerto, Z. Deng, C. P. 
Grams, J. Hemberger, J. Hadermann, W-M. Li, C-Q. Jin, F. O. Saouma, J. I. Jang, H. 
Akamatsu, V. Gopalan, D. Walker, M. Greenblatt, “Mn2FeWO6: a new Ni3TeO6-type 
polar and magnetic oxide,” Advanced Materials, 27, 2177. doi: 10.1002/adma.201405244 
(2015) 

F. Xue, L. Y. Liang, Y. J. Gu, I. Takeuchi, S. V. Kalinin, and L. Q. Chen, Composition- 
and Pressure-Induced Ferroelectric to Antiferroelectric Phase Transitions in Sm-Doped 
BiFeO3 System. Applied Physics Letters. 106 (1 ) 012903. (2015) 
 
b. Partial 

L.-F. Huang, X.-Z. Lu, E. Tennesen, and J.M. Rondinelli, "An Efficient ab-initio 
quasiharmonic approach for the thermodynamics of solids," Comput. Mater. Sci. 120, 
84-93 (2016). DOI: 10.1016/j.commatsci.2016.04012 [Editor's Choice] 
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Mikael C. Rechtsman 
The Pennsylvania State University, Physics Department, 104 Davey Lab, University Park, PA 16802 

mcrworld@psu.edu, http://leptos.psu.edu 
(a) Professional Preparation 
McGill University Montreal, Canada Physics 1999-2000 
M.I.T. Cambridge, MA Physics 2000-2003, S.B. 
Princeton University Princeton, NJ Physics 2003-2008, Ph.D. 
Courant Institute, N.Y.U. New York, NY Applied Math 2008-2010, Postdoctoral 
Technion, Israel Inst. Tech. Haifa, Israel Physics 2010-2015, Postdoctoral 
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States in ‘photonic Graphene’” Nature Materials 13, no. 1 (2014): 57–62.  

4. Rechtsman, M. C.*, Zeuner, J. M.*, Plotnik, Y.*, Lumer, Y., Podolsky, D., Dreisow, F., Nolte, S., 
Segev, M., and Szameit, A. “Photonic Floquet Topological Insulators” Nature 496, no. 7444 (2013). 

5. Levi, L.*, Rechtsman*, M., Freedman, B., Schwartz, T., Manela, O., and Segev, M. “Disorder-
Enhanced Transport in Photonic Quasicrystals” Science 332, no. 6037 (2011): 1541 –1544.  

6. Rechtsman, M. C., Jeong, H.-C., Chaikin, P. M., Torquato, S., and Steinhardt, P. J. “Optimized 
Structures for Photonic Quasicrystals” Physical Review Letters 101, no. 7 (2008): 073902.  

7. Rechtsman, M., Szameit, A., Dreisow, F., Heinrich, M., Keil, R., Nolte, S., and Segev, M. 
“Amorphous Photonic Lattices: Band Gaps, Effective Mass, and Suppressed Transport” Physical 
Review Letters 106, no. 19 (2011): 193904.  

8. Lumer, Y., Plotnik, Y., Rechtsman, M. C., and Segev, M. “Self-Localized States in Photonic 
Topological Insulators” Physical Review Letters 111, no. 24 (2013): 243905.  

9. Titum, Paraj, Netanel H. Lindner, Mikael C. Rechtsman, and Gil Refael. “Disorder-Induced Floquet 
Topological Insulators” Physical Review Letters 114, no. 5 (2015): 056801.  

10. Zeuner, Julia M., Mikael C. Rechtsman, Yonatan Plotnik, Yaakov Lumer, Stefan Nolte, Mark S. 
Rudner, Mordechai Segev, and Alexander Szameit. “Observation of a Topological Transition in the 
Bulk of a Non-Hermitian System” Physical Review Letters 115, no. 4 (2015): 040402.  
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- Journal referee for Nature, Nature Photonics, Nature Physics, Nature Communications, Science, 
Science Advances, Physical Review Letters, Physical Review X, Annals of Physics, Optics Letters, 
Optical Materials, Journal of the Optical Society of America B, Physical Review B, and the Journal of 
Chemical Physics. 

- Co-guest-editor of special issue in the New Journal of Physics on topological physics 
- Member of American Physical Society, Optical Society of America 
- Introductory speaker at the German-American Frontiers of Science Symposium 2016, run by the 

National Academy of Sciences. 
- Given more than 50 invited talks at conferences and departmental seminars and colloquia 
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16. Honors and Awards:   
 
IRG 1: 

James Rondinelli, Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellow in Physics 2016. 

James Rondinelli, Presidential Early Career Award for Scientists and Engineers 
(PECASE) 2016. 

James Rondinelli, 3M Non-Tenured Faculty Award 2016. 

James Rondinelli , Journal of Materials Chemistry C, Emerging Investigator in Materials 
Chemistry 2016. 
 
GR  J. Young, Ovshinsky Student Travel Award from the American Physical Society 
(APS) Division of Materials Physics (DMP) 2016. 
 
IRG 2:  
 
Feng Guo, Thomas and June Beaver Award, The Pennsylvania State University (2016) 
 
Po-Hsun Huang, The Pennsylvania State University Alumni Association Dissertation 
Award 2016. 
 
Tony (Jun) Huang, Fellow, The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 
2016. 
 
Nitesh Nama, First-Place Prize in Paper Competition at the ESM Today Graduate 
Research Symposium 2016. 
 
Adem Ozcelik, First-Place Prize in Paper Competition at the ESM Today Graduate 
Research Symposium 2016. 
 
IRG 3:  
none 
 
IRG 4: 
Raymond Schaak, ACS Inorganic Nanoscience Award; ACS Division of Inorganic 
Chemistry, 2016. 
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The Millennium Science Complex hosts user facilities including the Nanofabrication Lab, the 
Materials Characterization Lab, and the Materials Computation Center. Frequent requests for tours 
are received from student groups, REU participants, high school students, teachers, on-campus 
conference attendees, and interested alumni. 

A MRSEC Tour Guide Team was created to fill this need. Scripts were created, guides were 
trained, signage and props were incorporated, and feedback from both guides and visitors was 
obtained. These 60-minute tours provide fantastic opportunities for professional development in 
science communication, recruitment and retention, and improved public awareness, serving over 
400 individuals in the first year and sparking partnerships with the Huck Institutes of the Life 
Sciences and an undergraduate student chapter of Material Advantage. 
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Polar Vortices in Oxide Superlattices 
A. K. Yadav, C. T. Nelson, S. L. Hsu, Z. Hong, J. D. Clarkson, C. M. Schlepüetz, A. R. Damodaran, P. Shafer, E. Arenholz, L. R. Dedon,  A. 
Vishwanath, A. M. Minor, L. Q. Chen, J. F. Scott, L. W. Martin, and R. Ramesh, University of California, Berkeley, Pennsylvania State University, 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Argonne National Laboratory, University of St. Andrews. 
National Science Foundation under the MRSEC program (DMR-142062, DMR-1451219 and DMR-1210588, Department of Energy (DE-AC02-
05CH11231, DE-SC0012375 & DE-AC02- 06CH11357), Army Research Office (W911NF-14-1-0104), 
 

Nature 530, 198–201 (2016); 10.1038/nature16463  

Polar Vortices in Oxide Superlattices: Cross-sectional high resolution 
STEM image with an overlay of the polar displacement vectors (P 
indicated by yellow arrows) for a (SrTiO3)10/(PbTiO3)10 superlattice, 
showing that an array of vortex–antivortex pairs is present in each 
PbTiO3 layer. b, A magnified image of a single vortex–antivortex pair.  c, 
The curl of the polar displacement (∇ × P)[010] for the same vortex–
antivortex pair reveals the alternating rotation directions of the structures. 
d, Polarization vectors from a phase-field simulation of the same 
(SrTiO3)10/(PbTiO3)10 superlattice, which predicts vortex–antivortex pairs 
that closely match the experimental observations.  Nature (2016). 
 

The complex interplay of spin, charge, orbital and lattice degrees of freedom supports exotic physical phenomena. In 
recent years, complex spin topologies have emerged as a consequence of the electronic band structure and the interplay 
between spin and spin–orbit coupling. Here we produce complex topologies of electrical polarization— nanometre-scale 
vortex–antivortex arrays that are reminiscent of rotational spin topologies— by making use of the competition between 
charge, orbital and lattice degrees of freedom in superlattices of alternating lead titanate and strontium titanate. Atomic-
scale mapping of the polar atomic displacements by scanning transmission electron microscopy reveals the presence of 
long-range ordered vortex–antivortex arrays that exhibit nearly continuous polarization rotation. Phase-field modelling 
confirms that the vortex array is the low-energy state for a range of superlattice periods. These observations have 
implications for the creation of new states of matter (such as dipolar skyrmions, hedgehog states) and associated 
phenomena in ferroic materials, such as electrically controllable chirality. 
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Correlated Metals as Transparent Conductors 

Nature Materials, 15, 204–210 (2016) DOI: 10.1038/NMAT4493 

Transparent conductors are materials that are 
transparent in the visible spectrum and electrically 
conducting.  Indium tin oxide (ITO), the current 
commercial transparent conductor is based on the 
paradigm of starting with a transparent semiconductor 
and degenerately doping it to increase its electrical 
conduction.   Here, MRSEC researchers have 
proposed an alternate paradigm, namely, to begin with 
a metal that has superior electrical conduction to ITO, 
and by by exploiting electron correlation, push the 
plasma frequency below the optical transparency 
window to open up transparency in the metal. The 
figure of merit – optical transparency divided by the 
electrical sheet resistance – is as good or better than 
ITO, as shown at right.  This work has received 
considerable attention from the industry, (Konica, 
Minolta, Murata), and has led to U.S. Patent 
Application No. 14,815,546 and PCT/US2015/043274 
“Novel Transparent Conducting Films/Perovskite 
Oxide”. 

L. Zhang, Y. Zhou, L. Guo, W. Zhao, A. Barnes, H.-T. Zhang, C. Eaton, Y. Zheng, M. Brahlek, H.F. Haneef, N.J. Podraza, M.H.W. Chan, V. Gopalan, 
K. Rabe, and R. Engel-Herbert  
Penn State MRSEC DMR-1420620; DMR-1352502; ONR N00014-11-1-0665; DOE DE-SC0012375, Ohio Rsrch Scholar Program TECH 09-025  

Correlated-metal SrVO3 and CaVO3 films on transparent 
substrates are superior in their figure of merit for transparent 
conductors, on par with Indium Tin Oxide, the material used in 
current displays.
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Penn State MRSEC DMR-1420620: Darrell Velegol, Raj Guha, Farzad Mohajerani, Ayusman Sen 

Coffee rings form during the evaporation of colloidal suspensions. In spray painting, inkjet printing, 
and thin-film deposition the rings are problematic, while in nanostructured self-assembly and 
lithographic patterning, modulation of the ring pattern would be beneficial. But current methods 
have limited control over coffee ring patterns. MRSEC researchers have achieved spatial control of 
particle distributions in evaporating droplets by adding millimolar concentrations of salts. As water 
evaporates from the droplet, the ion concentration increases fastest near the peripheral contact 
line. The resulting radial salt gradient produces an electric field that transports particles and 
fluid. The relative diffusivity of the cation and anion controls whether particles are deposited in an 
intense circular band, a broken circular band, or dispersed throughout the evaporating droplet: a 
coffee ring number dictates the patterning. This work extends to colloidal motors that take 
advantage of gradients of fuel within the droplet arising from the same differential evaporation. 

Controlling the ‘coffee ring effect’ to design coatings, 
cosmetics, and spray drying 

NaCl 

KHP 
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Single-crystal Semiconductor Core Fibers

Xiaoyu Ji, Shiming Lei, Shih-Ying Yu, Hiu Yan Cheng, Subhasis Chaudhuri, Wenjun Liu (APS), Nicolas Poilvert, Yihuang 
Xiong, Ismaila Dabo, Suzzane E. Mohney, John V. Badding and Venkatraman Gopalan. Supported by NSF MRSEC 
DMR-1420620, with additional support from NSF DMR-1107894, DOE DE-AC02-06CH11357, and the Advanced Photon 
Source 34-ID-E.

The availability of high-quality semiconductors in fiber form could be transformative in 
the vision of all-fiber optoelectronics. A scanning laser crystallization process developed has 
produced the first low-optical-loss (< 1 dB/cm), narrow single-crystal Si and Ge fibers. These 
fibers will enable high-power non-linear photonics in the infrared. A combination of experiments 
and simulations suggest that long-length single crystals can be grown within a processing 
window of the laser irradiation power/scanning speed. The same laser heating technique could 
be used to selectively crystallize 3D metalattices and potentially induce novel strain states.
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All-dielectric Near-infrared Artificial Mirror 
Penn State MRSEC DMR-1420620: L. Lin, Z. H. Jiang, D. Ma, S. Yun, Z. Liu, D. H. Werner and T. S. Mayer, Dielectric nanoresonator 
based lossless optical perfect magnetic mirror with near-zero reflection phase, Applied Physics Letters, 108, 171902 (2016). 

A dielectric mirror comprised of a cross-shaped amorphous silicon nanoresonator array was 
designed to achieve 99.8% reflectivity and zero reflection phase at the wavelength of 0.99 µm. 
The measured results match the predictions precisely, with 99.5% reflectivity and near-zero 
reflection phase at 1 µm. By precisely controlling the propagation of light in nanometer-scale 
materials, this combined approach of materials design and advanced fabrication holds great 
promise in applications ranging from nanocavities to nanowaveguides and nanoantennas. 
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High-precision quantum anomalous Hall state 

The discovery of the quantum Hall (QH) effect led to the realization of a topological electronic state 
with dissipationless currents circulating in one direction along the edge of a two dimensional electron 
layer under a strong magnetic field. The quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) effect shares a similar 
physical phenomenon as the QH effect, whereas its physical origin relies on the intrinsic spin-orbit 
coupling and ferromagnetism. Here we report the experimental observation of the QAH state in V-
doped (Bi,Sb)2Te3 films with the zero-field longitudinal resistance down to 0.00013±0.00007h/e2 
(~3.35±1.76W), Hall conductance reaching 0.9998±0.0006e2/h and the Hall angle becoming as high 
as 89.993±0.004º at T=25mK. This realization of robust QAH state in hard FMTI’s is a major step 
towards dissipationless electronic applications and standard resistor without external fields. 

Penn State MRSEC DMR-14206201: Cui-Zu Chang,1 Weiwei Zhao,2  Duk Y. Kim,2  H. Zhang,3 B. 
Assaf,4 D. Heiman,4 S-C Zhang,3 Chaoxing Liu,2 Moses H. W. Chan,2 and Jagadeesh  S. Moodera1 
(Nature Materials 2015, 1MIT, 2Penn State MRSEC, 3Stanford, 4Northeastern) 
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